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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 

 
Strategies for Enrichment of Functional RNAs  

 
By 

 
Mona Oumais 

 
Doctor of Philosophy in Chemistry 

 
 University of California, Irvine, 2019 

 
Professor Andrej Lupták, Chair 

 
 
 

      Ribonucleic acids have complex shapes and versatile functions in biology. This 

dissertation begins with an introduction on RNA structure and function. RNA also 

interacts with other molecules such as ions, proteins, and RNAs. Due to the inspiration 

of evolution of RNA in nature, in vitro selection of RNAs for functions such as binding a 

target molecule (aptamer) or catalyzing chemical reactions (ribozyme), were also 

discovered. In chapter 1, I briefly review strategies for probing RNA-RNA interactions, 

and in vitro selection of RNA aptamers for proteins.  

Chapter 2 focuses on developing a strategy for mapping RNA-RNA interactions 

in living cells, particularly the enrichment of trans RNA pairs. I discuss the experiments 

performed to optimize psoralen crosslinking of RNAs in vitro, followed by the novel 

approach of dual metabolic labeling of the transcriptome in vivo. The experiments will 

further aid the development of our strategy for probing the RNA network.  

Chapter 3 discusses a strategy that was developed to improve selections to yield 

functional RNAs, by the enrichment of structured monomers from a starting pool. I 

contributed to this study by doing in vitro selections of RNA aptamers for NanoLuc/Ni-
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NTA from a starting pool comprised of both the preselected structured pool, and a 

random pool, which the selection reveals to contain a conserved stem-loop motif that 

enriched from the structured pool. 

Chapter 4 will focus on the preliminary experiments to characterize the minimal 

construct containing the stem-loop motif that was selected to bind Ni-NTA (chapter 3). 

The experiments include structural probing and column binding assays in the presence 

of free or chelated nickel and lanthanide ions. We also show that tagging transcripts in 

vitro with the Ni-NTA motif can be captured on Ni-NTA beads similar to the purification 

approach of His6-tagged proteins. The chapter concludes with a perspective on future 

experiments needed for further characterization of the Ni-NTA motif.  
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Chapter 1 

Discovery of functional RNAs 

1.1 Introduction  

The role of ribonucleic acid (RNA) in biological processes has entered the 

spotlight after significant discoveries of their functions.  Besides being an informational 

carrier, RNA is responsible for catalysis and regulating gene expression, functions that 

are carried out by different RNA species such as ribozymes for catalysis, and the 

principal players in protein synthesis- ribosomal RNA (rRNA) and transfer RNA (tRNA).1  

RNA functions are attributed to the structures they adopt; these single stranded 

molecules can form secondary structures by base-pairing, which then hierarchically fold 

into complex motifs, characterized by globular conformations.2 It is therefore crucial to 

decipher the structural elements of RNAs to acquire a better understanding of dynamics 

and subsequently their biological functions. Moreover, these RNA structures can 

interact with other molecules such as proteins, metabolites, and other RNAs through 

either exposed sequences in secondary structures or through a tertiary structure’s 

surfaces, to carry out their biochemical role.3–5 

Despite extensive efforts to elucidate the structural features of RNAs and their 

interactions with other molecules, mainly in vitro, it remains a challenge to predict the 

structure and function of RNA in complex biological environments.  Various strategies 

have been employed to decipher the structural features of RNAs. Such strategies 

involve the use of reagents including small organic molecules, metal ions or RNases,6 

which will modify the target RNA during in vitro or in vivo experiments. In-line probing, a 

technique that relies on the RNA’s inherent ability to differentially degrade based on its 
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structure, because single-stranded regions spontaneously cleave faster than structured 

regions,7,8  has been used to study secondary structures in RNAs, but requires long 

periods of incubation time (at least 2 days) and more in vitro only.8 Dimethyl sulfate 

(DMS), which is highly reactive with solvent exposed residues and less so with base-

paired regions, has been used in vivo with high resolution.9,10 However, it is a base-

specific reagent, and thus specifically methylates unpaired adenines and cytidines.9 

Selective 2′-hydroxyl acylation analyzed by primer extension (SHAPE) has emerged as 

a useful probe which studies RNA folding by monitoring the reactivity of 2'-hydroxyl 

groups that are highly reactive in single stranded regions.11 SHAPE, however, has lower 

reactivity with the nucleotides in base-paired regions and tertiary interactions as they 

are more constrained than in single stranded regions.12 Long-range interactions (Figure 

1.1A), which involve base-pairing interactions between distant regions within the same 

RNA strand such as kissing loops (base-pairing between two hairpin loops) or 

pseudoknots (base-pairing between a hairpin loop and a distantly exposed sequence),5 

are difficult to predict and would require probing via chemical crosslinking reactions.  
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Figure 1.1 RNA-RNA interactions. (A) Long-range or intramolecular interactions including kissing loops 
and pseudoknots participate in RNA folding by base-pairing (black). (B) Two different RNAs interact in 
trans by base-pairing. 
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1.2 RNA-RNA interactions 

 Besides structural probing of intramolecular interactions in single RNAs, 

computational and experimental approaches for identifying trans RNA-RNA interactions 

(Figure 1.1B), or base-pairing interactions between different RNAs, have emerged.13–17 

The interactions between different RNA species are essential in regulating gene 

expression.18 A prime example of such an interaction has been observed between 

different small nuclear RNAs (snRNA) in the spliceosome.19 Other examples include 

microRNA-mRNA pairing, codon-anticodon interactions between mRNA and tRNA 

within the ribosome, and rRNA-ribosome interactions at the CCA-end of tRNA.20 

Moreover, trans RNA interactions U1 snRNA and Malat1 lncRNA have been recently 

probed in vivo through the use of antisense RNAs, which can be used to capture 

crosslinked trans RNAs in live cells.17 However, these methods do not characterize 

transcriptome-wide RNA interactions in vivo, particularly with high resolution.  

In 2016, three groups independently developed new methods on transcriptome-

wide probing of RNA interactions in living cells.18,21,22 The three methods employ 

psoralen crosslinking of RNAs induced by UV irradiation (350-365 nm) in living cells, 

followed by purification, digestion, and proximity ligation of crosslinked RNAs; the 

ligated RNA fragments can then be photocleaved for high-throughput sequencing and 

analysis of intra/intermolecular RNA-RNA interactions. Although these methods follow a 

similar route towards probing the RNA-RNA network, each differs on the isolation of 

crosslinked RNAs strategy.23 The PARIS (Psoralen Analysis of RNA Interactions and 

Structures) method relies on 2D-PAGE purification of crosslinked RNAs, which can 

differentiate between noncrosslinked and crosslinked RNAs based on their migration on 
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the gel; noncrosslinked RNAs run diagonally on the gel, while crosslinked RNAs will 

migrate slower, above the diagonal.18,23 The SPLASH (Sequencing of psoralen 

crosslinked, ligated, and selected hybrids) uses biotinylated psoralen for crosslinking in 

cells to enrich for crosslinked RNAs using streptavidin beads.22,23 Finally, RNase R, an 

exoribonuclease, is used in the LIGR-Seq method (LIGation of interacting RNA followed 

by high-throughput Sequencing) for enrichment of crosslinked RNAs after the ligation 

step by digesting linear and structured i.e. uncrosslinked RNAs and leaving the ligated 

and crosslinked RNA duplex intact.21,23 In summary, the methods were able to analyze 

the sequences of ligated fragments through known RNA structures and interactions and 

were able to identify new ones as well. Although these methods show promising 

glimpses of the cellular RNA network, additional strategies that selectively enrich for 

trans RNA pairs and monitoring their transient interactions are needed. Expanding the 

repertoire of RNAs and their network is critical as it can shed light on their biological 

functions.   

1.3 In vitro selection of functional RNAs 

 Inspired by evolution of functional RNAs in nature, laboratory evolved functional 

RNAs have also been discovered.24  Those RNAs evolved to exhibit a specific function, 

either binding a target molecule (aptamer) or catalyzing a chemical reaction (ribozyme), 

can be selected from large populations of diverse RNAs (up to ~1016 molecules).  In 

1990, the three different groups of Szostak,25 Gold,26 and Joyce27 independently 

launched the selection methodology, selecting for functional RNAs specific for organic 

dyes, T4 DNA polymerase, and for catalytically active mutated variants of the 
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Tetrahymena ribozyme, respectively. It was the Szostak group that termed the selected 

RNA bound to the ligand as aptamer.25 

The selection process (Figure 1.2), identified as in vitro selection25 or SELEX 

(Systematic Evolution of Ligands by Exponential Enrichment),26 typically starts with a 

DNA pool that contains a random sequence of specified length flanked by primer-

binding sequences for: (1) transcribing into a diverse RNA pool to select for a target or 

catalytic function, (2) reverse-transcription of selected RNAs after elimination of 

unbound or inactive species, and (3) amplification of the enriched pool for further rounds 

of selection.  Once the population exhibits a significant enrichment for the target 

function, high-throughput sequencing can be used to identify the sequences of the 

enriched functional RNAs.  This powerful technique has been used for various 

applications but not limited to engineering of riboswitches (an RNA that has a regulatory 

function induced by the binding of a ligand),28 selection of fluorogenic aptamers,29,30 

selection of aptamers or ribozymes in genomic pools,31,32 and selection of aptamers that 

inhibit protein function.33,34 
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Figure 1.2 In vitro selection or SELEX scheme. The selection starts with the transcription of a diverse 
dsDNA pool with a random region (red) into RNA (polymerase promoter sequence highlighted in green), 
where a target molecule is introduced to select for binding.  The selected RNAs are isolated after washing 
off unbound RNAs and reverse transcribed into cDNA, followed by amplification using primers specific for 
the constant regions (blue) for further rounds of selection until enrichment of RNAs bound to the target is 
observed, followed by sequencing.  
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1.4 In vitro selection for protein targets  

The first example of an RNA aptamer binding a protein target was established 

through the debut of SELEX.  The Gold lab developed SELEX for the purpose of 

studying RNA interactions with T4 DNA polymerase, by randomizing the binding region 

of the wild-type RNA substrate to enable the selection of high affinity substrates for the 

enzyme.26 The pool was subjected to several rounds of selection for the target enzyme 

by isolation of enriched RNA-protein complexes on nitrocellulose membrane with 

washing unbound RNAs away, and eventually selecting two aptamers with similar 

binding affinities, the wild-type and a variant RNA. The Gold lab further applied their 

SELEX strategy for selection of RNA aptamers as inhibitors of HIV-1 reverse 

transcriptase (RT).33,34 Initially, an RNA aptamer with a bent pseudoknot structure was 

selected,33 and later on, another selection for the same target was repeated using pools 

of longer length to allow for sampling of more structured RNAs that can be hindered in 

the shorter pool, resulting in the selection of more variants of the original motif and new 

aptamers with different structures as well.34 The diversely structured aptamers 

displayed specificity and inhibition of the target enzyme, which suggests that the 

enzyme may potentially exhibit multiple binding sites for inhibition.34 Other examples of 

developing for RNA aptamers for therapeutic approaches involve targets for ricin A-

chain,35 and VEGF165.36 One of the selected 2'-fluoropyrimidine aptamers for the latter 

target protein led to the development of pegaptanib as an anti-angiogenesis aptamer, 

which was approved by FDA for its use in treating neovascular age-related macular 

degeneration (AMD) in the eye.37  Although aptamers are susceptible to nuclease 

degradation in vivo, they still are advantageous candidates for therapy comparing to 
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antibodies, as they are nonimmunogenic unlike antibodies,37,38 and can be chemically 

modified at the 2' position with fluoro, O-methyl, or amino groups among others to 

protect the aptamer from nuclease digestion.  

To distinguish between wildtype and a mutant form (single mutation) of the p53 

tumor suppressor protein, Contrast SELEX was developed by incubating the RNA pool 

with the wildtype and mutant p53R175H protein immobilized on agarose and magnetic 

beads respectively.39 Only the RNA bound to the mutant protein was selected for further 

rounds of selection resulting in an RNA aptamer not only specific to the mutant protein 

but can also rescue its function as demonstrated in in vivo assays. The promising 

results indicate that aptamers have the potential to correct protein conformations 

induced by mutations that can lead to diseases. The ability to select for aptamers to 

recognize a specific protein conformation has also been observed with prions in the 

disease states,40 a useful approach for developing diagnostic tools for probing or even 

inhibiting protein aggregation caused by diseases.    

The use of in vitro selection has proved to be a versatile technique for laboratory 

evolution of RNAs to exhibit a specific function. By sampling diverse RNA sequences in 

a test tube, the selection methodology offers a perspective on how evolution of function 

in nature occurs and thus paves the way towards application for countless target 

molecules and further development into potential drugs or molecular tools in diagnosis 

and therapy. Moreover, approaches to hone this methodology are continuously being 

sought including the design of a starting pool, multiplex structural probing, high-

throughput sequencing analysis of selected pools, and other developments that 

accelerate the breakthroughs of laboratory evolved functional RNAs. 
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The objectives of this dissertation focus on the development of new strategies for 

discovery of functional RNAs. In chapter 2, we seek to develop a strategy for 

enrichment of trans RNA-RNA interactions in living cells using photochemical 

crosslinking to trap base-paired RNAs, merging with the novel approach of dual 

metabolic labeling of the transcriptome to allow for labeling of the differently interacting 

RNAs. Such novel strategy will allow for the transcriptome-wide isolation of bona fide 

interactions rather than relying on computational techniques for differentiation between 

intra/intermolecular interactions of RNAs. In chapter 3, in a collaborative study with 

colleagues, Dr. Fabio Chizzolini and Dr. Luiz F.M. Passalacqua, we sought to 

investigate the phenotypic/functional potential of a randomized pool on a selection’s 

outcome by enrichment for structured monomers from a preselected pool. To test this 

hypothesis, I performed an in vitro selection for the target enzyme, NanoLuc, from a 

starting pool comprising of both a pre-selected structured pool, and a random pool. The 

results of this selection confirm that the dominant sequences are enriched from the 

structured pool, which affirms the study’s hypothesis in addition to results from other 

selections performed by my colleagues. The selection also revealed a consensus motif 

that corresponds to a Ni2+-binding aptamer,41 which was subsequently minimized for 

further characterization, as discussed in chapter 4. 
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Chapter 2 

Strategy for mapping RNA-RNA interactions in vivo 

2.1 Introduction 

To address the challenges in probing both cis (long-range) and trans RNA-RNA 

interactions in vivo, it is critical to use a probe that will modify and trap base-paired 

regions. Psoralen, a three-ring heterocyclic reagent, has been used for decades to 

probe nucleic acid structure. This reagent reacts with RNA first by intercalating between 

two base-pairs in a double helix, and then upon controlled irradiation (320-400 nm), 

psoralen will undergo covalent addition (Figure 2.1) preferentially with thymidines or 

uridines to produce either monoadduct (Figure 2.2A) or crosslinked structures (Figure 

2.2B).1 However, this photoaddition reaction does not occur with purines due to their 

roles as donors in photoinduced electron transfer.2–4 The photoaddition is reversible 

under short wavelength ultraviolet light, a factor that will be used after isolating 

crosslinked RNAs, to sequence and reveal the secondary structures in cellular nucleic 

acids. Psoralen can penetrate cells without perturbing the surrounding native 

nucleoprotein organization,5 an important aspect for probing RNA-RNA interactions, 

particularly due to the possibility of proteins being involved in the folding of RNA.6  

 We aimed to use psoralen to crosslink pyrimidines within and between RNAs in 

live cells and isolate the crosslinked RNAs for identification on a transcriptome-wide 

scale. To distinguish between long-range cis and trans RNA interactions, the RNAs can 

be labeled with two different nucleotide handles. Through the use of biochemical 

purification techniques, each of the crosslinked cis and trans RNA interactions can be 

isolated separately, followed by deep sequencing at high resolution. One major 
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expected interaction is associated with ribosomal RNA (rRNA). Previous studies 

involving the crosslinking of different rRNA7,8 have unraveled its structural and dynamic 

features in vitro, which will assist in understanding its structure-related activity in vivo. 

Interactions between snRNA and the 5' external transcribed spacer in rRNA will be 

investigated for understanding the processing of pre-rRNA.9 Interactions between tRNA 

and mRNA or rRNA within the ribosome will also likely be detected. The splicing snRNA 

components U4 and U6 which are rich in uridines and characterized by extensive 

sequence complementarity may be detected, especially due to psoralen’s high reactivity 

with uridine.10 Interactions between miRNA and mRNA will be studied to explore its 

gene regulatory mechanisms. Ultimately, this study will yield findings towards a better 

understanding of the RNA-RNA interactome. 

 This chapter will focus on optimization of psoralen crosslinking of RNA-RNA 

interactions in vitro for further application in vivo, and the novel approach of dual 

metabolic labeling of RNA in vivo. The results of these experiments will further aid the 

development of a novel strategy for mapping RNA-RNA interactions in vivo. 
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Figure 2.1 The proposed mechanism of psoralen photoreactions with RNA. After a crosslink is 
formed, a loss in fluorescence results.1 
 
 

 
 
 

Figure 2.2 Psoralen photochemistry in nucleic acids. (A) Structure of a psoralen monoadduct (PDB 
ID: 203D)11 and (B) a psoralen crosslink (PDB ID: 204D).11 Arrows indicate the site of the covalent 
attachment of the psorlaen with pyrimidine. 
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2.2 Psoralen crosslinking of RNA in vitro  

  To study local RNA-RNA interactions using psoralen crosslinking, HDV-like 

ribozymes with self-cleaving activity were selected as in vitro models. These ribozymes 

are characterized by a double pseudoknot structure,12,13 and have multiple potential 

crosslinking sites. Based on previous studies, we chose to work with 4′-

aminomethyltrioxsalen (AMT), a psoralen derivative that demonstrates higher aqueous 

solubility than the parent molecule, and binds strongly to RNA due to its positively 

charged ammonium group (Figure 2.1).14,15 The crosslinking method typically consisted 

of interacting RNA species with AMT followed by irradiation at 365 nm with a handheld 

UV lamp (6 W) for varying periods of time, under conditions previously reported by 

Hearst and coworkers.8 To analyze the crosslinking reaction, we used denaturing 

polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE).  

 Initial attempts to crosslink the ribozymes consisted of varying the concentration 

of AMT and prolonging irradiation times in physiological-like conditions. Different 

constructs of HDV-like ribozymes were then tested based on the size of the RNA and 

the crosslinking sites’ positions located in different regions of the folded RNA. We 

hypothesized that the position of the crosslinking sites could affect its hydrodynamics 

when denatured in PAGE, and thus result in a distinct band compared to the un-

crosslinked RNA band. We also placed a soda-lime glass plate, 1.5 mm in thickness, on 

top of the samples during irradiation, where the transmitted UV light through the glass is 

approximately above 340 nm to prevent low-wavelength light from photocleaving the 

crosslinking reaction.16 Due to the absence of crosslinking, these experiments were 

then repeated with a higher power UV lamp (100 W halogen lamp) equipped with a 365 
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nm interference filter. The AMT, a commercially available chemical, which was stored in 

DMSO, was also tested via mass spectrometry to confirm the presence of AMT in the 

reagent (Figure S2.1).  

Lowering the temperature and eliminating the presence of magnesium (II) ions by 

adding EDTA as a chelator, to weaken or disrupt tertiary interactions was also 

attempted. For example, the drz-Mtgn-1 ribozyme (Figure 2.3A) was first transcribed to 

isolate both cleaved ribozyme and its leader sequence, the upstream sequence cleaved 

off during the ribozyme self-scission. The ribozyme consists of P1 and P2 helices,12 

both with potential crosslinking sites (Figure 2.3A).  The predicted secondary structure 

of the leader is a hairpin structure with a potential crosslinking site (Figure 2.3B). Both 

samples were treated with AMT and were irradiated at 365 nm at 0 °C. To test the 

crosslinking reaction, three conditions were used: RNA, RNA with AMT- no UV, and 

RNA with AMT and UV. The samples were analyzed on a 12% denaturing PAGE 

(Figure 2.3C), which will denature the tested molecules, but preserve the covalently-

crosslinked site.  AMT does not react with the RNA in the absence of light (data not 

shown). The long UV wavelength has no effect on the structure of the tested RNAs. But 

upon reacting the AMT-treated RNA with light, both the ribozyme and leader display 

slower migration compared to the controls.  
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Figure 2.3. Psoralen crosslinking in of local RNA-RNA interactions (A) Drz-Mtgn-1 ribozyme 
construct. Adapted with permission from Riccitelli, N. J.; Delwart, E.; Luptak, A. Biochemistry 2014, 53 
(10), 1616-1626. Copyright (2014) American Chemical Society. (B) The predicted secondary structure of 
the leader sequence that is cleaved off by the ribozyme. Boxes indicates crosslinking sites. (C) 
Denaturing PAGE depicting the possible psoralen crosslinking reaction of the ribozyme and leader in the 
presence/absence of AMT and long UV. 
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 Similar experiments were also conducted with a trans-cleaving ribozyme as an in 

vitro model to test trans RNA-RNA interactions. The trans- ribozyme was constructed by 

splitting the J 1/2 region of the parent HDV-like Agam-2-1 ribozyme13 (Figure  2.4) into 

the preserved ribozyme core and a separate strand as its complementary substrate 

(Figure 2.5).17 The trans-cleaving reaction now occurs via assembly of the two strands 

to form a ribozyme-substrate complex, followed by cleavage of a leader sequence on 

the substrate strand. The crosslinking experiment was designed with the substrate 

radiolabeled, while the ribozyme core remains unlabeled. If crosslinking were to occur, a 

new band corresponding to the trapped ribozyme-substrate complex will appear on the 

upper part of the denaturing PAGE, due to the vast difference in size between the two 

RNA molecules. 
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Figure 2.4 Drz-Agam-2-1 ribozyme. Secondary structure of the HDV-like ribozyme.  From [Webb, C. H. 
T.; Riccitelli, N. J.; Ruminski, D. J.; Luptak, A. Science 2009, 326 (5955), 953]. Reprinted with permission 
from AAAS.  

 

Figure 2.5 An in vitro model for trans RNA-RNA interactions. Trans-Agam-2-1 ribozyme construct.17 
Arrow indicates the site of cleavage of the substrate in the complex. Boxes indicate potential crosslinking 
sites. 
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 Initial crosslinking reactions proved unsuccessful; therefore, fluorescence 

spectroscopy was employed to follow the reaction of the trans-complex strands with 

AMT.  The emission spectrum of the trans-complex with AMT was repeatedly recorded 

at the absorption and excitation wavelength of 340 nm,14 in the absence of metal ions at 

room temperature, to observe the change of peaks over time (Figure 2.6). 

Measurements of the reaction mixture ceased after no further changes in the spectrum 

were detected. The initial measurement revealed an identical peak to AMT. However, 

with each repeat in measurements (excitation at 340 nm), the intensity at 460 nm 

decreased, and a new peak at approximately 380 nm started to appear and increased 

with further excitation. This increase indicates that rather than photobleaching of the 

psoralen, a fluorescent furan monoadduct has formed as was previously observed.14 

Unlike the pyrone monadduct, which absorbs UV light below 300 nm,1 the furan 

monoadduct is excited between 320 to 380 nm, leading to its fluorescence.14 The 

eventual decrease in fluorescence at 380 nm in 20th measurement also indicates the 

possible formation of a fully crosslinked structure, which does not fluoresce (Figure 2.1).  

Since these spectral analyses were promising, denaturing PAGE was used to 

confirm the products of the photoreaction (Figure 2.7). From the lanes in the gel 

corresponding to the photoreaction of the trans-complex with AMT, multiple new bands 

appeared in both the absence and presence of magnesium ions (fluorescence data not 

shown). While these bands show evidence of photoreactions, they do not yield much 

information about the identity of each band, nor does it suggest that crosslinking truly 

occurred, due to the use of unlabeled RNAs. Those bands may also correspond to 
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monoadducts. More importantly, it was not clear that a trans RNA-RNA interaction was 

trapped with the psoralen. 

To confirm crosslinking, the fluorescence measurements were repeated using 

radiolabeled substrate, and unlabeled trans-ribozyme. The emission spectra at 

excitation wavelength of 340 nm revealed similar spectral changes as in the previous 

experiment, both in the presence and absence of metal ions (25 mM Tris-HCl) (Figure 

2.8). Despite equimolar concentration of AMT used as in the reaction with KSA buffer 

(35 mM KCl, 2.5 mM NaCl, 12.5 mM Tris-HCl, and 250 µM MgCl2), the first 

measurement in Tris-HCl alone revealed a 66% decrease in fluorescence relative to the 

first measurement of the reaction in KSA buffer. That significant fluorescence decrease 

indicates that the absence of tertiary structure in the RNA allows more intercalation of 

AMT than in the folded state, because base-pairing regions within the secondary 

structure may be more exposed than in the folded state.  

 These experiments were repeated to test the efficiency of crosslinking at the 

excitation wavelength of 365 nm (Figure 2.9), and to confirm that it is not the optimal 

wavelength for crosslinking RNA. The results were surprisingly different. The peak at 

460 nm, which corresponds to the psoralen, decreased with repeated excitations, 

possibly indicating photobleaching, but a new peak at 380 nm did not appear.  

 Gel electrophoretic analysis of all the samples collected from the fluorescence 

experiments (at excitation 340 and 365 nm) revealed new bands, which confirmed 

crosslinking between the two trans RNA molecules (Figure 2.10). The crosslinked 

bands appeared to be much darker in intensity when excited at 340 nm, compared to 

excitation at 365 nm, when they are barely visible. The band above the substrate is an 
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impurity and does not appear to interfere with the ribozyme cleavage or the crosslinking. 

This experiment indicates that 365 nm (the emission maximum initially used for 

crosslinking) is not the best excitation wavelength for efficient crosslinking.  
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Figure 2.6. Emission spectra of trans-Agam ribozyme-substrate complex with AMT. The number 
indicates the “nth” measurement.  

 

 
 
Figure 2.7. PAGE analysis of the trans-complex photoreacted products. Gel was post-stained in 
ethidium bromide. 
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Figure 2.8. Emission spectra of the trans-ribozyme complex with AMT at lEX 340 nm. Emission was 
measured in the presence/absence of metal ions. The number indicates the “nth” measurement. The 
spectra reveal that as the peak at 450 nm decreases, a new fluorescent peak at 380 nm starts to build up, 
which corresponds to a psoralen monoadduct. The subsequent decrease of that peak indicates the 
formation of a crosslink. 

 
 

 
Figure 2.9. Emission spectra of the trans-ribozyme complex with AMT at lEX 365 nm. The number 
indicates the “nth” measurement.  The peak at 460 nm continues to decrease, with no fluorescent peak 
emerging at 380 nm. This could indicate little or no photoreaction of the RNA with AMT.  
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Figure 2.10 PAGE analysis of the psoralen crosslinking of the trans-complex at two different 
excitation wavelengths. The product band corresponds to the cleaved substrate catalyzed by the 
ribozyme. 
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The goal of this project was to map RNA-RNA interactions in live cells. For this, 

psoralen can be used to crosslink base-paired RNAs for isolating the trapped 

molecules, followed by their photocleavage. Photocleavage of the crosslinking reaction 

is a critical step, which can be used after trapping and isolating RNA-RNA interactions 

and before deep sequencing and identification of the RNA(s). Therefore, two-

dimensional (2D) PAGE can be employed to isolate photocleaved RNAs. The 

crosslinked trans complex was first analyzed via a denaturing 1D-PAGE. To minimize 

RNA damage and dimerization of pyrimidines, the lane comprising crosslinked and 

uncrosslinked RNAs was irradiated at 254 nm with a handheld UV lamp for five minutes, 

and then transferred to a denaturing 2D-PAGE. The 2D-PAGE revealed a diagonal of 

bands corresponding to unreacted RNA (and residual crosslinked RNA), and bands 

above the diagonal corresponding to photocleaved products (Figure 2.11). From the 

substrate and the product bands on the diagonal, the results infer that there is 

crosslinking between the ribozyme and the substrate, and between the ribozyme and 

the product. A 1D-PAGE analysis also showed a successful photocleavage of the trans-

complex (Figure 2.12). 
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Figure 2.11 Photocleavage of the crosslinked RNA-RNA complex.  2D-PAGE depicting successful 
isolation of photocleaved RNA from total unreacted RNA. Identification of each photocleaved RNA 
fragment was established after alignment with their respective unreacted RNA on the diagonal.  There are 
residual crosslinked RNAs on the diagonal due to short irradiation time. 

 
 
Figure 2.12 1D-PAGE showing the photocleavage of the crosslinked trans-complex at 254 nm. The 
crosslinked samples were isolated from a crosslinking reaction prior to photocleavage. "X" and "U" 
indicate crosslinked and uncrosslinked lanes respectively. Unlabeled arrows correspond to photocleaved 
bands. The numbers merely correspond to the crosslinked band's position on the gel (3 crosslinked 
bands were obtained). 
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2.3 Dual metabolic labeling of RNA in vivo 

To enrich for RNA-RNA interactions, we incorporated two different nucleoside 

analogs into the target cells at distinct times in order to tag the cellular RNAs. The 

temporal lag in tagging with the two different analogs will ensure that the same RNA is 

only tagged with a single type of analog, preventing double-tagging single transcripts. 

Crosslinked, double-tagged RNAs can then be selectively captured via an affinity-based 

isolation of each tag under stringent conditions. 

 To promote the enrichment of crosslinked trans RNA-RNA complexes in vivo, we 

tested the incorporation of two different nucleoside analogs into the target cells at 

distinct times in order to tag the cellular RNAs. Because the double tagging of cellular 

RNAs is a novel approach, we tested two different, bio-orthogonal nucleoside analogs 

(Figure 2.13A) that have been previously shown to tag RNA but not DNA in live cells: 5-

ethynyl uridine (~ 2.8 % incorporation)18 and 2'-azidoadenosine (~ 1.4 % 

incorporation)19.  These cell-permeable nucleosides were incorporated in live HeLa cells 

at distinct times (24-hour time-lag) to prevent the double tagging of single transcripts. To 

test the success of double tagging of cellular RNAs, the cells were lysed to isolate the 

total RNA; the RNAs were first reacted with dibenzylcyclooctyne-PEG4-biotin via 

copper-free strain-promoted azide-alkyne cycloaddition (SPAAC), followed by RNA 

purification. The RNAs were then reacted with biotin-PEG3-azide via copper-catalyzed 

azide-alkyne cycloaddition (CuAAC) in the presence of the Cu-chelator, tris(3-

hydroxypropyltriazolylmethyl)amine (THPTA), which prevents copper-catalyzed RNA 

degradation. It is crucial that the two different click reactions proceed in this order, 

because if the RNAs undergo CuAAC reaction first, it may result in the cycloaddition of 
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the two different tags. Streptavidin-based dot blotting confirmed the double tagging of 

cellular RNA (Figure 2.13B).  
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Figure 2.13 Dual metabolic labeling of the transcriptome in vivo. (A) The two nucleoside analogs 
used for cellular RNA tagging. (B) Dot blot after SPAAC and CuAAC reactions. The negative control (no 
reaction) indicates that the untagged/tagged total RNA did not undergo click reactions. The double 
tagging of total RNA is confirmed after both SPAAC and CuAAC reactions with their respective 
biotinyated reagants. 
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2.4 Conclusions  

 The observed results indicate that psoralen crosslinking of RNA is more efficient 

at the excitation wavelength of 340 nm, rather than at 365 nm. Psoralen crosslinking in 

live cells at 340 nm was also successful after testing a RNA-RNA complex that was 

previously shown to crosslink in cells using RT-qPCR and Sanger sequencing (data not 

shown).20,21 We also show that the transcriptome can be metabolically labeled with two 

different nucleotide analogues and at different time points in vivo. 

 The next step, after dual tagging and psoralen crosslinking of RNAs in live cells, 

crosslinked RNAs can be isolated from lysed cells. The RNAs with tag A will be 

captured with its affinity bead (Figure 2.14). After washing off unbound/uncrosslinked 

RNAs using stringent conditions, the RNA will be eluted off the first bead to bind the 

RNAs to the second bead that will have affinity to tag B only. At this step, we expect to 

recover only crosslinked and double-tagged RNA-RNA complexes. The single-stranded 

regions of the RNA complexes will be partially digested with a nuclease and proximity-

ligated to convert the two separate strands into a single RNA molecule. Psoralen 

crosslinking is reversible via photocleavage at 254 nm and this step will permit reverse 

transcription of the ligated strands, followed by amplification for deep sequencing.   

 Despite the unsuccessful attempt at applying this strategy for isolation of 

crosslinked RNA-RNAs, more experiments are needed to troubleshoot or optimize each 

step.  For example, tags at certain positions in the RNA may impede reverse 

transcription, crosslinked can be overly digested by the nuclease used, or ensuring 

efficient ligation of the RNAs. Each of these experimental steps require careful testing 
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and optimization with using known RNA-RNA interactions as controls, which will aid in 

optimizing our novel strategy for enrichment of RNA-RNA complexes in vivo. 
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Figure 2.14 Proposed strategy for enrichment of RNA-RNA complexes in live cells. After capture of 
RNAs with tag B, double-tagged trans-interacting RNA is retained. 
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2.5 Experimental 

Materials 

4′-Aminomethyltrioxsalen (AMT) was purchased from Santa Cruz Biotechnology 

(USA). Ethynyl uridine was purchased from Life Technology. 2′-azidoadenosine was 

purchased from TriLink BioTechnologies. TRIzol and GlycoBlue were purchased from 

Invitrogen. Zymo RNA Clean and Concentrator kit was purchased from Zymo Research. 

SuperSignal West Pico Chemiluminescent Substrate was purchased from Thermo 

Fisher. All other reagents were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, unless otherwise 

specified. The high- resolution mass spectrum of AMT was recorded by the LCT 

Premier ES-TOF Mass Analyzer. Fluorescence studies were carried out using the Jasco 

FP-6300 spectrofluorometer. Imaging of  

Constructs 

drz- Mtgn-1 

Ribozyme construct with the leader:  

5′gggagccccctatttaatcacatagggggcgttatGGTAGCACACCTATGCGTTCCCGTCGCGCT

ACTGATTTAGACTAAATAGGTACGA 

trans-drz-Agam 2-1 
 
5′gggagTCGTCCTCATACCCAACTCCTATTCCGGCACGTCCACGTCGTGCAGGCGG
TAACATGCGTTACTAGGGGTGCAAGAGCTCTTTTTGAGGAGGAGCTCTTTTTGCTG
CACTAGTTGCATCAGATGGTAACGCATGGCTAAGCCGGAAaggg 
 
Substrate 
 
5′gggagggtaagtgatGCTCTGCAAATGGGGTAGGAGGCGATGCC 
 
Non-labeled RNA Transcription 

The RNA was transcribed for four hours at 37 °C in a 200 µL volume containing 
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200 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.4), 30 mM dithiothreitol (DTT), 20 mM spermidine, 0.01% Triton 

X-100, 25 mM MgCl2, 5 mM of ATP, UTP, GTP, and CTP, one unit of murine RNase 

inhibitor (New England BioLabs Inc, USA), ~ 2 nM of DNA template, and 750 units of T7 

RNA polymerase. RNA was then purified by denaturing (7 M urea) polyacrylamide gel 

electrophoresis (PAGE). The concentration of RNA was determined by the 

ThermoScientific Nanodrop spectrophotometer. 

Body Labeled RNA Transcription 

 The RNA was transcribed for four hours at 37 °C in a 50 µL volume containing 

200 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.4), 30 mM dithiothreitol (DTT), 20 mM spermidine, 0.01% Triton 

X-100, 25 mM MgCl2, 2.5 mM of UTP, GTP, and CTP, 250 µM ATP, one unit of murine 

RNase inhibitor, ~ 1 nM of DNA template, 3.6 μCi [α-32P] ATP (Perkin Elmer, USA), and 

150 units of T7 RNA polymerase. The RNA was purified by denaturing (7 M urea) 

PAGE. 

Denaturing PAGE and Imaging 

The gels were typically composed of 7.5-12% polyacrylamide (w/v%), 7M urea, 

and 0.5X TBE buffer (40 mM Tris- HCl, 45 mM boric acid, and 1mM EDTA). Samples 

were mixed with loading dye buffer (4 M urea, 20 mM EDTA, 0.1% xylene cyanol, and 

0.1% bromophenol blue) followed by running at 20 Watts for separation of the nucleic 

acids, using 0.5X TBE buffer as the running buffer. Gels involving unlabeled RNAs were 

either UV shadowed or post-stained in ethidium bromide.  

UV shadowing involves the placement of the gel on a UV fluorescent TLC plate, 

and the subsequent irradiation of the gel at 254 nm with a handheld UV lamp. The TLC 

plate fluoresces in the absence of nucleic acids. The appearance of dark bands will 
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indicate the presence of nucleic acids, due to their absorption of the UV light. Gels that 

were post stained in ethidium bromide were placed on a 300 nm transilluminator and 

were photographed using a Nikon D300 camera. The images of the gel were converted 

to black and white using ImageJ (National Institute of Health), an image-processing 

program. Gels that contained radiolabeled RNAs were imaged using the GE Typhoon 

phosphorimager. 

Fluorescence Studies  

The samples consisted of RNA in 0.25X KSA buffer (35 mM KCl, 2.5 mM NaCl, 

12.5 mM Tris-HCl, and 250 µM MgCl2). Samples with no metal ions were prepared in 

~25 mM Tris-HCl. The AMT was added to the reaction from a stock solution in DMSO to 

a desired concentration, with the volume of DMSO not exceeding 10%. The reactions 

were set up as follows: 

Reaction RNA AMT Volume 

 

trans-ribozyme complex 

Substrate: 7.4 µM 

trans-ribozyme: 7.4 µM 

55 µM 

 

50 µL 

[32P]-substrate: 4.6 µM 

trans-ribozyme: 4.6 µM 

44 µM 20 µL 

drz-Mtgn-1 2.5 µM 16.5 µM 20 µL 

 

Samples were poured into a quartz cuvette with a 10 mm path length, and 

emission and excitation spectra were recorded using the spectrofluorometer. The 

emission spectra of the trans sample were repeatedly collected at the excitation 

wavelength of 340/365 nm until no further changes in the spectrum were detected. The 
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reactions were then analyzed via denaturing PAGE (10-12%). 

Photocleavage of the trans-ribozyme complex 

1D-PAGE Photocleavage: The crosslinked bands from the kinetic crosslinking 

experiment were isolated, and eluted with 200 mM KCl for several hours, followed by 

ethanol precipitation. Each RNA pellet was dissolved in 10 µL of distilled water. Each 

sample was split into two equal volumes. Only one of the divided samples was 

irradiated at 254 nm with a handheld UV lamp for five minutes. The samples were then 

analyzed by denaturing PAGE (thin gel, 10%). 

2D-PAGE Photocleavage: The crosslinked trans-ribozyme complex was first analyzed 

on a denaturing 1D-PAGE (thin gel, 10%). The lane comprising the crosslinked and 

uncrosslinked RNAs was excised and irradiated at 254 nm with handheld UV lamp for 4 

minutes, followed by analysis with a denaturing 2D-PAGE (thin gel, 10%). 

Dual metabolic labeling of the transcriptome in HeLa cells 

 HeLa cells were grown to confluency in 3.5 cm plates supplied with Dulbecco’s 

Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) medium, 10 % Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS), and 

penicillin and streptomycin (1 X). The cells were first incubated with 0.2 mM 5-ethynyl 

uridine (from a 100 mM stock in DMSO) in medium. After 5 hours incubation with the 

nucleoside analogue, the cells were washed twice with phosphate buffered saline (PBS) 

pH 7.4, and the cells were resupplied with fresh medium. After 24 hours, 1 mM of 2′-

azidoadenosine (from a 100 mM stock in DMSO) was added to the cells in medium and 

incubated for 5 hours.19 DMSO was added to control cells that contained no nucleoside 

analogues.  Afterwards, cells were washed twice with PBS, lysed with 1 mL TRIzol, and 

extracted twice with 200 µL of chloroform: isoamyl alcohol (24:1). Then, 1 µL GlycoBlue 
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was added to the aqueous layer followed by precipitation of the total RNA with 

isopropanol (1:1).  

 Approximately 10 µg of total RNA (with or without tag) was reacted with 1 mM 

dibenzylcyclooctyne-PEG4-biotin via copper-free strain-promoted azide-alkyne 

cycloaddition (SPAAC), in 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5 and 1 mM EDTA with gentle shaking 

for 2 hours at room temperature. Reactions were purified with Zymo RNA Clean and 

Concentrator-5 kit in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions. Ethynyl-tagged 

total RNAs (~10 µg) were reacted with 1 mM biotin-PEG3-azide following the published 

CuAAC reaction procedure.19 To confirm the successful dual metabolic labeling in cells, 

the horseradish peroxidase (HRP) dot blot assay was performed exactly as published, 

using the ultra-sensitive streptavidin-HRP and SuperSignal West Pico 

Chemiluminescent Substrate.19 ~3 µg of total RNAs (with and without tag) was applied 

on the Hybond-N+ membrane (GE Healthcare), followed by UV crosslinking with 

Stratalinker (254 nm). After blocking the membrane with blocking buffer, streptavidin-

HRP (1 µg/µL) was incubated on the membrane for 30 minutes. Upon addition of the 

substrate, the membrane was imaged using the ChemiDoc MP imaging system (Bio-

Rad; Spitale lab at UCI). 
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2.6 Supplemental Information  
 

 
 
Figure S2.1 ESI LC-TOF spectrum of AMT (~50 µM). 
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Chapter 3 

Large phenotypic enhancement of structured random RNA pools 
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Statement of authors’ contributions  
 

Computational analysis of the pools and assessment of secondary structures in 

pools with ethidium bromide experiments were performed by F. C. Structural probing of 

the pools, and in vitro selections for catalytic RNAs were performed by F. C. and L. P.  I 

worked on the in vitro selection for Fluc/Ni-NTA and NanoLuc/Ni-NTA, and column 

binding assays for clusters enriched from the NanoLuc/Ni-NTA pools. A. I. D. prepared 

some of the samples of the selected pools for sequencing.  A. L. performed the native-

PAGE purifications of the pools and the Oregon Green selection.  J. W. S. and A. L. 

conceived the study. 

3.1 Introduction 
 

Functional RNAs fold into specific structures that form binding sites for aptamer 

ligands and active sites of ribozymes.1–4 These structures range from simple stem-loops 

and G-quadruplexes to multi-helical junctions, pseudoknots, and their combinations, 

giving rise to intricate folds that endow these RNAs with their biochemical activities. The 

RNAs typically fold hierarchically, using base-paired regions as structural modules, and 

extruding single-stranded elements to make tertiary interactions, functional sites, and 

peripheral loops.5,6  
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As mentioned in chapter 1, in vitro selection experiments harness the enormous 

potential of molecular evolution to yield functional RNAs.7 The key for the success of 

any selection is the ability to sample through sequences and structures that are diverse 

enough to allow isolation of macromolecules carrying the desired phenotype. High-

complexity DNA pools, typically composed of random sequences flanked by sequence-

invariant primer-binding regions, are used as templates for in vitro transcription and 

experimental isolation of desired functional RNAs.8–10 Because at least a weak activity 

has to be present in the starting pool for a selection to yield a functional RNA, the 

composition of the starting population is critical for the success of the entire selection 

experiment.11 Phenotypic potential of the starting pool—the frequency of functional 

sequences—is thus a key factor of the experiment, but this property has been difficult to 

modulate experimentally.  

A dominant property of random-sequence pools is their concentration-dependent 

aggregation, which potentially obscures active sequences. While longer and more 

diverse random regions are desirable to increase the chance of isolating complex RNA 

folds, in practice, increasing the length or concentration of a random pool may lower the 

yield of functional RNAs. To address this issue, two approaches have previously been 

used to increase the structured fraction of the starting pool and yield higher frequency of 

functional sequences: (i) incorporation of a structured domain next to the random 

sequence,12,13 and (ii) biasing the nucleotide composition of the random region to 

increase the prevalence of base-paired elements within the pool.14,15 However, both of 

these approaches are biased towards the built-in structural features, and cannot sample 

a full range of RNA topologies and folds, presumably limiting their phenotypic potential.  
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We developed an experimental approach that decreases the aggregation of a 

random-sequence pool and increases its phenotypic potential. We show that isolation of 

the monomeric fraction of a random-sequence pool yields a population enriched in 

compact, structured RNAs. In vitro selections comparing this compact pool with a fully-

random pool of the same length show that the compact pool is at least as rich in 

functional RNAs as a fully random pool, but its sequence diversity is significantly lower, 

resulting in a greatly increased phenotypic potential. Thus, a pre-selection for a folded, 

monomeric pool provides an experimental approach to increase the phenotypic 

potential of random-sequence libraries. 

3.2 Results 

Functional RNAs are more structured than random RNAs. 

We first generated in silico several pools of random RNAs of identical length, but 

different nucleotide composition; each with 1 million sequences. The first RNA pool was 

designed to mimic a pool of non-evolved RNAs, composed of a random stretch of 70 nts 

flanked by 20-nts primer-binding sequences. Next, we designed three different pools, 

each mimicking a population of potentially functional RNAs. The first set of these pools 

had functional motifs consisting of well-characterized RNA aptamers, flanked by two 

random regions that extended the aptamer sequences to 70 nts, flanked again by the 

same two constant regions as in the fully random library. The three pools contained an 

ATP-binding aptamer (40 nts),16 a class I GTP-binding aptamer (41 nts),12,17 and the 

Malachite Green aptamer (38 nts).18 We also generated seven RNA pools with 

functional regions consisting of well-characterized ribozymes: a class I ligase ribozyme 

(96 nts),19 an aminoacylase ribozyme (90 nts),20 a kinase ribozyme (89 nts),21 the R3C 
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ligase ribozyme (73 nts),22 the L1X6c ligase ribozyme (71 nts),23,24 a class III ligase 

ribozyme (56 nts),19 and a class II ligase ribozyme (87 nts).19,25 Because some of these 

ribozymes are larger than the aptamers, the functional domains were only flanked by 

two random regions, without any additional constant regions. The total length of each 

RNA sequence contained in all the RNA pools was kept constant. Next, we calculated 

the predicted minimum free energy (MFE) of folding for each RNA sequence in the 

pools, and plotted the resulting distributions of MFEs to compare the three aptamer-

containing pools and the seven ribozyme-containing pools with the fully random pool 

(Figure 3.1a; see Fig S3.1 for the MFE distributions of individual aptamer and ribozyme 

pools). Compared to the fully random pool, the average predicted MFE of both the 

aptamer and ribozyme pools was significantly shifted towards more structured RNAs, 

(Figures 3.1a and S3.1a). Furthermore, the low-energy tails of the distributions, 

representing the sequences with the lowest predicted secondary structure content, 

differed even more between the random and the functional pools, with the ten least-

structured sequences from the random pool mapping significantly below the bottom ten 

sequences from any of the functional pools (Figure S3.1a). On the other hand, the ten 

most stable sequences from the random pool had MFEs similar to the most stable 

sequences of the aptamer and ribozyme pools (Figure S3.1). These calculations 

showed that a random-sequence pool is on average less folded and has a broader 

distribution of secondary structures than pools containing functional domains. The 

results provided a computational foundation for our hypothesis that a random RNA pool 

preselected for non-aggregating, monomeric sequences contains more structured RNA 
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molecules, and that these folded populations are enriched for biochemically active 

motifs, increasing the phenotypic potential of random libraries. 

Selection of monomeric subpopulation from a random RNA pool yields 

aggregation-resistant sequences. 

To test the hypothesis, we purified monomeric sequences from a random RNA 

pool. First, a large-scale transcription reaction of a random-sequence DNA pool (pool A, 

containing 70 nts of random sequence flanked by two primer-binding regions to yield 

110-nt RNA transcripts) was fractionated using a polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis 

(PAGE) gel composed of a denaturing top section containing urea, followed by a non-

denaturing (native) section, lacking urea and containing Mg2+ (see Material and 

Methods for details). By isolating only the fastest migrating RNAs from the non-

denaturing part of the gel, we reduced the overall diversity of the pool, presumably 

eliminating aggregation-prone molecules retained either in the well or in the denaturing 

portion of the gel, while increasing the prevalence of monomeric species. This 

purification technique was applied under progressively less denaturing conditions for a 

total of three times, before the first reverse-transcription and amplification were 

performed. Having undergone three native-PAGE purifications, this pool was termed 

N3. To distinguish the selected pool from the starting population, we introduced a point 

mutation in the 3¢ constant region, changing a StyI restriction endonuclease binding site 

to that of the MnlI enzyme. The mutation also shifts the restriction-enzyme cut site such 

that a mixed pool, containing both A and N sequences, could be digested by these two 

restriction enzymes to yield distinct bands on analytical agarose or PAGE gels, allowing 

a straightforward measurement of the relative proportion of the two pools. 
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The same native-PAGE purification was performed three more times, with 

reverse transcription and PCR amplification after each PAGE fractionation, yielding 

pools N4, N5, and N6. Furthermore, low-level mutagenesis26 was applied to all DNA 

pools (N3–N6) to increase the sequence diversity near (within a few mutations) the 

selected sequences. As expected, native-PAGE analysis of transcripts from the naïve 

(A) and selected pools (N3, N4, N5 and N6) showed that the population shifted from 

predominantly aggregated RNAs, immobilized near the well, to RNAs migrating 

predominantly as a monomeric band (Figure 3.1b inset). The native-PAGE analysis of 

the pools also showed that the monomeric pools migrated about as fast as the self-

cleaved form of the genomic HDV ribozyme, a stably folded functional RNA.27 This 

PAGE mobility was noticeably faster than that of a construct that does not fold into a 

stable structure and was used as an unfolded-control RNA of the same covalent length 

(Figures S3.1b and 3.2a).  

To estimate the sequence diversity of the selected pools, we measured the 

fraction of RNA recovered from each native-PAGE step and calculated the fraction of 

the pool A sequences remaining in each pool N3–N6 (Fig. 3.1c and Table 3.1). 

Assuming faithful and unbiased amplification of each recovered sequence, and 

accounting for the additional diversity introduced by the mutagenic PCR, we also 

estimated the maximum complexity of each pool. For the final pool, N6, the real 

complexity likely falls within a range defined by remaining pool A sequences (~5 × 1011) 

and the additional complexity resulting from mutagenesis introduced during the 

amplification steps (≲5 × 1014). Given that the starting diversity of the pool A (5 × 1015) 

undersamples the theoretical complexity (470 ≈ 1042) by ~26 orders of magnitude, the 
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sequences sampled in this pool were highly sparse in the total sequence space. Any 

sequence diversity above the pool-A–derived sequences (~103-fold in pool N6, 

introduced by the mutagenic PCR) then represents local sequence variation around the 

monomeric, structured sequences enriched during the native-PAGE selection process, 

and not broad sampling of the theoretical sequence space. Moreover, because some 

sequences are likely suppressed during transcription, reverse transcription, and PCR, 

the real molecular diversity of the N pools is likely somewhat lower than the estimated 

complexity range. We do not have an experimental approach to measure these biases; 

however, HTS analysis of the selected pools did not reveal any gross sequence bias 

that would result from the selection and amplification steps. 
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Figure 3.1 Folding propensities of random-sequence RNA pools. (a) A plot of predicted minimum free 
energy of folding (MFE) of in-silico–generated RNA pools consisting of either a fully random segment or 
functional motifs flanked by random regions. The functional motifs consisted of pooled aptamers or 
ribozymes. Red bar shows the average MFE for each pool and the boxes indicate one quartile deviation 
for each distribution. MFE distributions, including the sequences with the ten most extreme MFEs, of 
individual aptamer and ribozyme pools are shown in Figure S2.1a. RNA pools containing functional motifs 
show significantly higher MFEs, suggesting that the process of in vitro selection shifts the population 
towards more folded functional molecules. (b) In vitro evolution of a random RNA pool (A) from a 
population of aggregation-prone sequences of low average MFE into a population of monomeric RNAs 
results in gradual increase of average MFE, which plateaus after five rounds of enrichment (pools N3-
N6). Native PAGE analysis (inset) shows that the pools become less aggregated, moving the majority of 
the RNAs from the proximity of the starting point of the PAGE (W, well) to a population migrating as 
monomeric RNAs (M). This large mobility increase is retained even at elevated pool concentrations (Fig. 
S2.1b). (c) Graph of estimated maximum complexities of individual pools. Black bars correspond to the 
sequences derived from pool A. Gray bars show the additional sequence diversity introduced through 
mutagenic PCR. The complexity values assume perfect recovery of sequences from native PAGE gels 
and unbiased amplification. The native-PAGE selection decreased the fraction of the starting pool (A) by 
~4 orders of magnitude and the mutagenic PCR introduced up to ~3 orders of magnitude sequence 
diversity of the monomeric RNA sequences. 
 
Table 3.1: Estimated complexity and composition of in vitro selected pools. 

 
Pool Maximum Complexity Maximum Fraction of pool A 

A 5 × 1015 1 
N3 ≲3 × 1013 ~0.003 

N4 ≲8 × 1013 ~0.0008 
N5 ≲6 × 1014 ~0.0002 

N6 ≲5 × 1014 ~0.0001 
~5 × 1011 pool A molecules remaining 
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Monomeric subpopulation of random pools is enriched for more compact, 

structured sequences. 

Given the results obtained by native PAGE analysis (Figures 3.1b, S3.1b, and 

3.2a), we also expected that the selected pools contain more secondary structure 

elements than those of pool A. As a proxy measurement of secondary structure, we 

performed high-throughput sequencing of the naïve (A) and selected pools (N3, N4, N5, 

and N6), and calculated the predicted MFEs of 1 million sequences from each pool. The 

MFE distributions showed that the average MFE of the pool A was significantly lower 

than for the selected pools, while the predicted stability increased with selection round, 

reaching a plateau for pools N5 and N6 (Figure 3.1b). Notably, the average MFE of the 

in-silico–generated random pool and the sequenced random pool A had almost identical 

average MFEs, whereas the MFEs of the selected pools, particularly N5 and N6, were 

in strong accordance with the average MFEs of the in-silico–generated pools containing 

functional domains (Figures 3.1a and 3.1b). These results suggested that not only was 

the selected subpopulation more compact and structured, but it was likely enriched for 

functional RNAs, as well. 

We next asked whether the selection yielded monomeric RNAs because they are 

simply mutually non-aggregating or whether they are also resistant to aggregation-

prone random sequences. As expected, analysis of the selected pools showed higher 

aggregation of pools A and N3 at higher concentrations (~20 vs ~10 µM), whereas 

pools N4 and N5 remained monomeric and migrated as folded RNAs at both 

concentrations (Figure S3.1b). We also transcribed pools A, N5, and N6 independently 

and analyzed them in mixtures with 20-fold excess of unlabeled pool A to assess the 
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resistance to aggregation with fully random sequences. All three pools (A, N5, and N6) 

exhibited more aggregation in presence of excess of pool A; however, for pool A, this 

shift of the population was dramatic, whereas for the selected pools (N5 and 6), it was 

minimal (Figure 3.2a). These results demonstrate that the pre-selection for the 

monomeric sub-population of a random pool yields sequences that are not only non-

aggregating among themselves, but also resistant to aggregation with fully random 

sequences, suggesting that the selection of the monomeric sub-population of the pool 

enriched for tightly and uniquely folding sequences. 
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Figure 3.2 Biochemical characterization of the monomeric RNA pools. (a) Native PAGE analysis of 
the starting random pool (A) and the monomeric pools (N5, N6) shows that the monomeric pools migrate 
significantly faster than an unfolded RNA of the same length (unf) and near a genomic HDV ribozyme 
(δ), which represents a highly compact functional RNA. Incubation of the pools with a 20-fold excess of 
unlabeled pool A (right side of the gel) results in further aggregation, whereas the majority of the pools N5 
and N6 is resistant to aggregation. (b) S1 nuclease probing of pools A, N5, and N6. High-resolution 
PAGE analysis of the S1 digestion kinetics shows faster digestion of the fully-random pool A than the 
monomeric pools N5 and N6, which appear to degrade to relatively stable domains above the 66-nt 
marker, as well as populations of shorter RNA domains, indicating that the monomeric pools are, on 
average, more tightly folded. (c) Fluorescence due to ethidium intercalation into the paired regions of the 
pools A (black squares), N5 (gray), and N6 (open). Duplicate experiments are shown for each ethidium 
titration, indicating that the N5 and N6 pools contain about twice as much secondary structure elements 
as the pool A. 
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To further characterize the monomeric pools, we performed several experiments 

designed to establish whether the monomer selection led to an increase in the fraction 

of structured regions. We first used S1 nuclease, which preferentially cleaves single-

stranded regions of RNAs,28 to measure the susceptibility of the pools to RNase 

degradation. We incubated pools A, N5, and N6 with the nuclease and analyzed the 

populations at various time-points using high-resolution denaturing PAGE. We observed 

that for the pool A, the bands corresponding to the full-length RNAs disappeared faster 

and to a greater extent than for the selected pools N5 and N6 (Figure 3.2b). 

Furthermore, the intensity of the fragments corresponding to RNAs between 66 and 89 

nts long, presumably representing longer stretches of nuclease-inaccessible secondary 

or tertiary structures, was also higher in the selected pools (Figure 3.2b). Similar effect 

was observed for RNA sizes of about 45 nts, whereas the opposite was observed for 

very short RNA sequences of 11-13 nts (Figure 3.2b). These results showed that the 

monomeric pools are enriched for more nuclease-resistant, structured RNAs.  

Next, as an independent experimental approach for assessing the secondary 

structure content of the pools, we performed a titration of the intercalating dye ethidium 

bromide. Ethidium fluorescence greatly increases upon intercalation in double-stranded 

regions of nucleic acids.29 If the process of monomer enrichment of the selected pools 

led to an increase in the prevalence of double-stranded regions, the fluorescence of the 

intercalating dye should increase as well. Titration of ethidium bromide into purified 

pools A, N5, and N6 showed a significant increase in fluorescence for the selected 

pools, compared to pool A (Figure 3.2c), again indicating higher prevalence of base-

paired regions in the selected pools. 
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Lastly, we performed 2¢ acylation of the RNA backbone.30 Since the acylation 

reaction preferentially targets solvent-accessible 2¢ hydroxyls (often in dynamic, single-

stranded segments), the structured positions tend to be less acylated. We hypothesized 

that an increase in the prevalence of double-stranded (or otherwise structured) regions 

in the selected pools would reduce the total number of backbone positions available for 

acylation. We performed a bulk acylation of purified transcripts from the A, N5, and N6 

pools and analyzed the overall modification levels using high-resolution denaturing 

PAGE, revealing the degree of acylation as a mobility shift (Figure S3.2a). Pool A 

showed a larger shift due to a higher degree of modification, resulting from a higher 

solvent-accessible fraction of RNAs, than the N5 and N6 pools (Figure S3.2b), further 

supporting the observation that the monomeric pools are less accessible to backbone 

acylation, and therefore more compact.  

Overall, the computational MFE analysis and four independent experimental 

methods—native PAGE, S1 nuclease digestion, ethidium intercalation, and bulk 

acylation—all supported the hypothesis that a selection of monomeric subpopulation of 

random sequences yields pools of compact, folded RNAs that exhibit no bias towards 

specific sequences. These results suggest that the selected subpopulation may be as 

rich in functional RNAs as the starting random pool (A), but that the relative frequency of 

these functional molecules, that is, the phenotypic potential of the compact pools, may 

be significantly higher. To test this second hypothesis, we turned to in vitro selections 

for functional RNAs from various pool mixtures. 
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Enrichment of monomeric sequences increases the phenotypic potential of the 

selected pools. 

We started by performing an in vitro selection of aptamers that bind the firefly 

luciferase (Fluc) protein immobilized on Ni2+-nitrilotriacetic acid (NTA) beads, using only 

the naïve pool (A). The starting diversity of the DNA template was 5 × 1014. After twelve 

rounds of selection, the resulting RNA pool showed detectable binding and elution from 

Ni-NTA beads. Analysis of the ten most abundant sequences (Supplementary Table 

S3.1) revealed a motif that bound Ni-NTA, eluted with imidazole, and was similar to a 

previously published Ni2+-binding motif (N11 and N23).31 This motif—a stem-loop with a 

conserved CAAUUGNAAAAACG loop sequence—was present in the most enriched 

sequence, as well as seven other of the ten most abundant sequence clusters isolated 

in this in vitro selection experiment. Further description of this motif is presented in the 

Nanoluc aptamer selection below. In silico analysis of the sequenced pool revealed that 

the two most abundant sequences had MFEs well above the starting pool (A) and that 

the average MFE for the selected sequences was also above the average MFE for pool 

A, but lower than the average MFE of pool N6 (Figure 3.3a). Moreover, six of the ten 

most abundant clusters were predicted by GQRS Mapper32 to potentially form G-quartet 

structures (Supplementary Table S3.1), which would provide further stability to the 

RNAs. The experiment supported the hypothesis guiding this project: that in vitro 

selection for functional RNAs shifts the population towards more structured sequences. 

We next turned to selections with mixed pools A and N to test whether enrichment for 

structured monomers also increased the phenotypic potential of the selected pools. 
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To explore the phenotypic capacity of the structured pools, we performed in vitro 

selections against different targets, with the pool N6 directly competing with the pool A 

for a selectable function. First, we performed an in vitro selection for aptamers binding 

the fluorescent dye Oregon Green (OG). Pools A and N6 were transcribed at 5 x 1015 

and 5 x 1014 diversity, respectively. The pool A diversity was set to the same level as 

the starting diversity for the monomer selection described above; these diversities 

therefore represent the maximum practical diversity for pool A and maximum theoretical 

diversity for pool N6. The PAGE-purified transcripts from both pools were combined, 

and a selection for OG aptamers was performed for seven rounds, alternating the 

support media among agarose, polyacrylamide, and Tentagel to prevent isolation of 

bead-binding aptamers. After 7 rounds, the resulting pool was analyzed by HTS, 

revealing that the first and the third most frequent sequences originated from pool N6, 

with one other N6-derived sequence appearing in the ten most abundant clusters 

(Supplementary Table S3.1). The analysis further showed that these top clusters 

consisted of highly-structured RNAs, with MFEs well above the average MFE for the 

entire selected OG pool, as well as above the average MFEs of the two starting pools A 

and N6 (Figures 3.1b and 3.3a). Apta-Seq analysis,33 a method based on 2¢ hydroxyl 

acylation detected by reverse transcriptase termination mapping30 of the selected pools 

in the presence of varying concentrations of the target ligand (Figure S3.3), revealed 

that the three most abundant sequences were likely highly structured, although the 

analysis yielded quantitative information about the strength of the aptamer-ligand 

interactions only for the most abundant sequence. Overall, HTS revealed that 

sequences from the structured pool (N6) represented approximately 60 % of the 
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selected population of RNAs. In contrast, restriction enzyme analysis of the relative 

composition of the individual selection rounds showed a somewhat lower fraction of 

pool-N-derived sequences (Figure 3.3b), suggesting that even after seven rounds, the 

pool contained a large number of pool-A sequences that were not sampled by HTS. 

Considering that the starting population of the OG aptamer selection was 10-fold biased 

towards the pool A, the final distribution of the two pools was an indication that pool-N6–

derived sequences were strongly enriched for OG aptamers. This result further 

indicated that in order for the top sequences to be selected, they had to be generally 

more structured than the sequences found in pool A and implied a higher phenotypic 

potential of the structured pool N6. 
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Figure 3.3 In vitro selections from different compositions of starting pools. (a) Predicted MFEs of 
the ten most abundant sequences for each of the in vitro selection experiments. The relative abundance 
of each sequence indicated by the circle diameter; with blue and red circles representing sequences 
originating from the pools A and N6, respectively. Gray circles represent sequences which could not be 
assigned to neither of the two pools due to mutations. The blue and red horizontal lines represent the 
average MFE of pools A and N6, respectively (Figure 3.1b). The black lines represent the average MFE 
value of the top 10,000 most abundant sequences in each selection. The composition and diversity of the 
starting pool and the target of each selection is indicated below each graph. The data show high folding 
propensity of the most abundant sequences in each selection experiment. Furthermore, selections from 
mixed pools are dominated by sequences originating from the N6 pool, even if the starting N6:A ratio is 
1:10. (b-d) The relative population of the pool N6 sequences in the mixed pools (●) increased for all three 
selections, as the fraction of recovered RNA (○) increased with the selection rounds for Oregon Green 
aptamers (b), NanoLuc/Ni-NTA aptamers (c), and ATP-reacting RNAs (d). During the Oregon Green (OG) 
experiment (b), the beads were changed for each selection round to immobilize OG as a carboxy-OG 
coupled to TentaGel-NH2 beads (T), or OG–biocytin bound to streptavidin on agarose (A) or 
polyacrylamide (P) beads. (d) The incubation times for the ATP-reacting RNAs are indicated above the 
fraction-recovered data points. (e) Analysis of the ~1000 most abundant sequence clusters for each in 
vitro selection experiment. Cumulative fraction of sequences derived from pool N6 in the last round of 
each selection experiment showing that for NanoLuc/Ni-NTA round 7 (gray squares) and round 9 (black 
squares), as well as the ATP-reacting selections starting from a high- (solid triangles) and low-diversity 
pools (open triangles), the population is largely dominated by the N6-derived sequences. In the OG 
selection (circles) the results were mixed, with the most abundant sequence originating from N6 but many 
other sequences among the top ~300 clusters derived from pool A. 
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Next, we performed a selection against Ni-NTA–immobilized Nano luciferase 

(NanoLuc). In this case we chose to combine pools A and N6 at the same diversity of 5 

× 1014, matching the maximum theoretical complexity of pool N6. As the selection 

progressed, the fraction of pool N6 in the total DNA population steadily increased, with 

N6 sequences dominating the whole population, not just the most abundant sequences 

(Figure 3.3c). Notably, even though the selection started with equal parts of the two 

pools, the population after just one round was heavily skewed towards pool A, perhaps 

because the RNAs carry forward many aggregation-prone pool-A-derived sequences, 

which are presumably non-functional. It then took another five rounds of selection to 

equalize the fractions of the two starting pools, at which point the binding became 

evident, and the population started to be dominated by a small number of N6-derived 

sequences. After 7 rounds, 9 out of the 10 most frequent sequences originated from 

pool N6, whereas only 1 originated from pool A (Figure 3.3a). The pool-A-derived 

sequence was the fourth most frequent but represented only about 1/10 of the three 

most abundant, N6-derived sequences. Similarly to what was observed in the OG 

selection, the majority of the top-ten sequences had a predicted MFE either equal to, or 

greater than, the average MFE of the pool N6 (Figure 3.3a).  

Sequence analysis of the NanoLuc/Ni-NTA pool revealed that the conserved 

RNA motif found in the Fluc/Ni-NTA selection was present in 6 of the most abundant 8 

sequence clusters (Figures 3.4a and 3.4b), notably, in the top 3 sequences that 

dominated the selection. This motif consists of a sequence-conserved 

(AAUUGNRAAAAC) loop flanked by a stem (P1) with a C-G base-pair closing the loop. 

The stem also often contains a single bulged A in the upstream strand, one or two base-
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pairs below the conserved loop (Figure 3.4b). As in the Fluc/Ni-NTA experiment, this 

motif maps next to different sequences in each of the six dominant clusters, implying 

that these six sequence clusters emerged independently. The P1 composition is diverse 

(except where it overlaps with the primer-binding sequences), exhibiting strong co-

variation and minimal sequence conservation (Figure 3.4a); therefore, the helix likely 

serves only a structural role. To confirm the activity of the motif, we performed a 

column-binding assay with the Ni-NTA beads. The top three sequences (NL-C1 through 

C3), as well as a minimized construct corresponding to the identified motif (NL-C3-min), 

bound the Ni-NTA beads and eluted with imidazole (Figure 3.4c). Control experiments 

with the minimal motif (C3-min) showed similar binding and elution when presented with 

His6-tagged proteins (NanoLuc, T7 RNA polymerase, Fluc, and Park7) and protein-free 

Ni-NTA beads. Furthermore, the motif did not exhibit binding to the proteins in gel-shift 

and filter-binding assays, confirming that the binding target of the motif is the chelated 

Ni2+ and not the proteins.  

The selection of the same Ni-NTA–binding motif in both the Fluc and NanoLuc 

selections allowed us to directly compare the theoretical stability of the individual motifs 

in the most abundant clusters. The motifs derived from the two selections had similar 

average MFEs, but the distribution of the predicted stabilities was wider for the 

sequences derived from pool A than pool N6, providing another evidence that the 

selection for compact monomeric sequences yields more structured motifs. 

Because the NanoLuc/Ni-NTA selection was dominated by the Ni2+-binding 

motifs, we continued the experiment by immobilizing the NanoLuc protein on 

nitrocellulose membrane and isolating RNAs that remained attached to the membrane 
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after extensive washes. After two rounds of selection the abundance of the Ni2+-binding 

motif started to decrease, none of the sequences among the 10 most abundant clusters 

were derived from pool A, and the MFE analysis showed that the clusters formed well-

folded RNAs (Figure 3.3a). The top pool-A–derived cluster was the 14th most abundant, 

representing under 3 % of the cumulative sequences up to that point in the ranking. 

Pool-N–derived sequences heavily dominated the top 1000 most abundant sequence 

clusters of the selection (Figure 3.3e). These results show that the pool-A sequences 

are present in the selected population, but not as strongly enriched as pool N6 

sequences, supporting the conjecture that many pool A sequences are aggregating 

“free-riders” and that the N6 pool has a higher phenotypic potential. 
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Figure 3.4. A highly abundant aptamer motif from the Ni-NTA selections.  (a) Sequence alignment of 
a motif found in both Fluc/Ni-NTA and NanoLuc/Ni-NTA aptamer selections. Residues from the constant 
regions are underlined, conserved residues are highlighted in red, and base-pair mismatches are shown 
in lowercase. The clusters depict a consensus sequence and conserved structural motif (b) consisting of 
a stem with potentially one bulging adenosine and a sequence-conserved loop, highlighted in red. The 
proposed closing C-G base-pair is conserved and therefore not supported by sequence co-variation. The 
bulging adenosine is observed after the Y-R base pair or immediately after the conserved C-G base pair. 
(c) Column binding profile of the round-7 NL/Ni-NTA pool, the top three NL clusters (C1-C3), and a 
minimal motif derived from cluster 3. Fractions corresponding to flow-through and washes are indicated in 
blue, imidazole–eluted fractions in green, and RNA retained on resin in red. Cluster 3 shows the highest 
binding to the Ni-NTA beads and the NL-C3-min motif derived from this cluster exhibits similar binding 
and elution profile.  
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Catalytic potential of pools A and N6. 

To test the relative catalytic potential of the A and N6 pools, we performed an in 

vitro selection for ATP reactivity, following previously-described ribozyme selections.34,35 

This experiment was designed to test the phenotypic capacity of the pools near the 

lower end of the theoretical diversity of the pool N6 (Figure 3.1c and Table 3.1). ATP-

agarose beads were incubated with RNAs transcribed from DNA libraries of 5 × 1012 

molecules from both pools A and N6. Similarly to the aptamer selections, purified RNAs 

from the two pools were mixed together at the beginning of the in vitro selection in order 

for the two pools to compete with each other. After incubation with ATP-agarose beads, 

8 washes using two different denaturing buffers were performed to remove non-

covalently bound RNAs. On-bead reverse transcription was followed by amplification, 

and after 8 rounds of selection, the pools exhibited detectable ATP conjugation (Figure 

3.3d). Restriction enzyme analysis showed that in this selection, RNAs from the N6 pool 

started to dominate the selected population earlier than in the aptamer selections 

(Figures 3.3b–3.3d), essentially taking over the population by the third round. HTS of 

the last round of the selection revealed that the ten most abundant sequence clusters 

originated from pool N6 and the dominant sequences had MFEs well above the average 

MFE for the pool N6 (Figure 3.3a). Testing the top four sequences for reactivity towards 

immobilized ATP confirmed that these are functional RNAs (Figure 3.5c). The four most 

abundant sequences share a structural motif (a hairpin with a (A)CAA/AMV(C) internal 

loop, where M can be either A or C and V is any nucleotide but U; flanked by a 

CGC/GSG inside helix; Figures 3.5a and 3.5b), suggesting that this motif is important 

for the ATP reactivity.  
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Given the limited diversity of the starting population and the denaturing washes 

during each round of enrichment, the results suggest that the selection quickly 

suppressed aggregation-prone “free riders” originating from pool A, and revealed the 

high relative abundance of functional RNAs in the pool N6. Indeed, only 0.12 % (4 out of 

3340) of the sequences that showed enrichment by having at least two copies in the 

HTS output originated from pool A. These four sequences mapped to two distinct 

clusters of 2 sequences each, representing the smallest detectable enrichment. This 

observation indicated that the abundance of ATP-reacting sequences in the 5 × 1012 

sequences of pool A is about 103-times lower than in pool N6 and suggested that pool 

N6 has much higher phenotypic potential.  

To compare the catalytic potential of the two pools at the upper end of their 

complexities, we again combined pools A and N6 at 5 x 1015 and 5 x 1014 diversity, 

respectively, as we had done for the OG selection. We repeated the in vitro selection for 

reactivity with ATP and found that the dominant sequence clusters were again derived 

from pool N6 (Figures 3.5a and 3.5b), with the two most abundant sequences matching 

the first and the third most abundant sequence from the previous, low-complexity 

selection. The appearance of the two sequences may have resulted from a 

contamination by the previous selection; however, none of the other high-abundance 

sequences from the low-complexity selection were detected in this selection, suggesting 

that the top two sequences (both originating from pool N6) were isolated independently. 

The fourth most abundant sequence (also from pool N6) contained the above-described 

internal loop motif, further suggesting that this motif is important for ATP reactivity. The 

selected pool was again heavily dominated by sequence clusters derived from pool N6, 
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with pool-A–derived sequences populating low-abundance sequence clusters (Figure 

3.3e). Overall, the results from these two in vitro selections reinforced the conclusion 

reached in the aptamer selections: that enrichment for monomers leads to an increase 

in the phenotypic potential a random-sequence pool. 
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Figure 3.5. Characterization of dominant sequences form the in vitro selections for ATP-reacting 
RNAs. (a) Sequence alignment of a motif found in both low- and high-diversity ATP-reacting selections. 
Residues from the 3' constant region of the pools are underlined. The clusters depict a conserved 
structural motif (b) consisting of a stem with an internal loop and a non-conserved loop. Conserved 
residues are highlighted in red. (c) ATP-column-binding profile of the selected pools (ATPaR8 – low-
diversity selection, round 8; ATPbR6 – high-diversity selection, round 6) and four of the most abundant 
clusters that contain the conserved motif. Fractions corresponding to flow-through and washes are 
indicated in blue, ATP elutions are shown in green (when present), and RNA retained on ATP-agarose 
beads is red. The graphs were truncated at 2 %, with actual values indicated above each bar. 
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3.3 Discussion 

Functional RNAs, such as aptamers and ribozymes, are found in many biological 

settings and have been evolved in vitro for a variety of roles, for example as regulatory 

RNAs, functional units of diagnostic and therapeutic tools, and paradigmatic catalysts in 

the Origin of Life research. A hallmark of these RNAs is the formation of specific, 

compact structures that give rise to their biochemical activities. The compaction is often 

hierarchical, with base-paired regions interspersed by single-stranded segments that 

form tertiary contacts, peripheral loops, and a variety of folds that form the binding and 

catalytic pockets. The helical regions are the most common features of functional RNAs, 

with overall topologies ranging from simple stem-loops to multi-helix junctions and 

complex pseudoknots. Another example of a basic building block is a G-quadruplex, 

which can also stably extrude single-stranded segments for the formation of active 

motifs.  

In all known cases, functional RNAs form partially solvent-inaccessible domains, 

which are often associated with the binding and catalytic sites, and solvent-exposed 

peripheral segments that often serve as topological connections or tertiary contacts. 

The emergence of functional RNAs, whether in vivo or in vitro, coincides with the 

formation of these compact structures. Whereas the structures of cellular RNAs benefit 

from the long process of evolutionary fine-tuning, RNAs evolved in the laboratory 

typically undergo a very short selection and must therefore possess a near-perfect 

global fold and at least partial biochemical activity from the start of the experiment. 

Because at least some activity has to be present in the founding population, the 

phenotypic potential of the initial pool is critical for the success of the selection.  
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Generally, the phenotypic potential—the ability of a sequence pool to perform a 

selectable function—scales with the molecular diversity of the population. The 

theoretical sequence diversity of a pool increases as 4N with the length (N) of a random 

sequence and quickly reaches levels above the practical limit, which typically depends 

on the synthesis scale of the templating DNA, but often remains below ~5 × 1016 (~85 

nmol). A pool of 28 fully random positions has a theoretical diversity on this order (7 × 

1016) and can, in principle, sample the phenotypic potential for a biochemical activity 

defined by the selection process.11 However, a 28-nt RNA tends to be too short for 

finding complex folds that are necessary to achieve higher biochemical activity.19,36 For 

example, formation of just two 5-bp stems requires a total of 20 nt, and although some 

of those nucleotides can be “borrowed” from the primer-binding regions of the pool,37 at 

least one strand of each stem has to arise from the random region, leaving a limited 

number of nucleotides to define the sequence necessary for catalysis or target binding. 

Lengthening of the random region allows larger and more complex functional RNAs to 

be discovered, but the sequence space sampled by these long pools tends to be many 

orders of magnitude below the theoretical limit. For example, in the case of this work, 

the theoretical diversity of the pool is 470 ≈ 1042; therefore, a starting population of ~1016 

different molecules undersamples the theoretical diversity by 26 orders of magnitude. 

However, long random-sequence domains do not necessarily need to sample the entire 

sequence space, primarily because only a fraction of the full sequence space needs to 

be sampled to yield a given secondary structure.38 For example, a simple 5-base-pair 

helix can be formed by 45 different sequences (not counting G•U wobble-pairs), 

providing for a large redundancy in sequences capable of forming the same secondary 
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structure. Therefore, a random pool can undersample its theoretical sequence diversity 

by ~1/4B, where B is the number of simple base-pairs (bps) occurring in helical 

segments (or 1/2N for the number of nucleotides involved), while maintaining the same 

structural complexity.  

Despite the potentially sparse sampling of the sequence space, random 

sequence-pools tend to aggregate, particularly in the presence of Mg2+ or other 

multivalent cations that support the formation of tertiary and quaternary structures. This 

propensity for aggregation may be the result of individual (unevolved) sequences to 

assume multiple competing conformations.39 Aggregation leads to two effects that may 

adversely influence the selection outcome: one is the increased propensity of 

aggregation-prone sequences to act as “free-riders” binding the functional sequences 

that fit the selection criteria and requiring subsequent rounds of selection to purify the 

active species from the “free-riders”, and the other is a potential sequestration of active 

sequences within large aggregates that hinder their biochemical activity, such as target 

binding.  

To increase the length of the starting pools, while presumably lowering 

aggregation and increasing the phenotypic potential of the starting RNA populations, 

several groups have designed random pools within structured scaffolds. This approach 

included engineering a simple hairpin,12 a binding domain,40 a three-way helical 

junction,41 or riboswitches42,43 as structural modules abutting random-sequence 

segments. In the case of DNA aptamers, a highly degenerate structured library was 

shown to increase the selection success when compared with fully-random DNA pool.14 

While successful at yielding functional nucleic acids, all of these approaches biased the 
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population towards the starting scaffolds, potentially missing highly active sequences 

with folds that could not be sampled from these libraries. To address this problem, we 

explored an experimental approach aimed at increasing the prevalence of structures 

within a random-sequence pool by isolating the monomeric from aggregation-prone 

sequences and tested the phenotypic potential of these structured pools.  

First, we computationally confirmed that RNA pools containing functional folds, 

either aptamers or ribozymes, have increased secondary-structure content when 

compared to random RNA pools (Figures 3.1a and S3.1a). We then experimentally 

tested whether purification of sequences that remain monomeric in presence of 

aggregation-prone random sequences increase the prevalence of structure and whether 

this structured sub-population is enriched for functional RNAs. Isolation of the 

monomeric sub-population revealed not only that the RNAs are invulnerable to 

aggregation with random sequences, but that they are also compactly folded, as 

determined by comparing their native-PAGE mobility to a stably-folded and an unfolded 

control RNAs of the same length (Figures 3.1b, S3.1b, and S3.2a). HTS analysis of the 

monomeric pools showed that their average MFE decreases with the native-PAGE 

selection round, reaching a plateau after 5 rounds of selection, and matching the folding 

propensities of the in silico generated pools (Figure 3.1b). These pools were also 

notably devoid of sequences with low predicted secondary-structure content, providing 

a computational confirmation for the low aggregation propensity of the selected pools. 

To experimentally verify the increased prevalence of structured RNAs in the 

pools, we used several biochemical approaches: analysis of the base-paired content 

using an intercalating dye, digestion of single-stranded segments by a nuclease, and 
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evaluation of the solvent accessibility of the RNA backbone by an acylating agent 

(Figures 3.2 and S3.2). All three of these experiments confirmed that the selection for 

monomeric RNAs increased the prevalence of structured regions in the random-

sequence pool. Furthermore, the nuclease digestion, acylation, and native-PAGE 

analyses suggested that the selected pools were more compact and structured without 

regard for specific types of structure (e.g. simple secondary structure, pseudoknots, or 

G-quartets), whereas the ethidium intercalation experiment indicated a notable increase 

in base-paired regions in the population. The experimental data were thus in a strong 

accordance with the HTS analysis, showing that isolation of the non-aggregating, 

monomeric sub-population of a random-sequence pool yields structured, compactly 

folded sequences. 

Next, we sought to test the hypothesis that selection for structured RNAs leads to 

an increase of the phenotypic potential of the RNA pool. Previous experiments with 

equimolar mixtures of fully-random and stem-loop-containing RNA pools revealed that 

the hairpin-containing pool yielded aptamers with more structural modules and 

significantly higher activity.12,36 In an analogous approach, to experimentally determine 

the relative phenotypic potential of the compact and the fully-random pools, we 

performed competitive selection experiments, in which sequences from both pools were 

mixed in varying proportions at the beginning of each selection. The frequency of 

sequences from each pool was assessed throughout the selection rounds and at the 

end of each selection (Figure 3.3). The selected sequences were analyzed for their 

origin, MFE distribution, and biochemical function. After confirming that an aptamer 

selection from a fully-random pool leads to sequences with increased secondary-
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structure content and associated lower MFE (Fluc/Ni-NTA selection, Figures 3.3a and 

3.4), we performed competitive selection experiments for aptamers that bind a small 

molecule target (the Oregon Green fluorophore) and NanoLuc/Ni-NTA, as well as for 

reactivity with ATP beads. Consistently, RNAs from the compact pool dominated each 

selection, even when the sequence diversity of the starting pool was biased against the 

compact pool. In most cases, sequences originating from the fully-random pool (A) 

dominated the early round of the selections, but after several rounds of enrichment, 

when the biochemical activity of the pools became detectable, the compact pool 

sequences took over the population. This observation confirms the premise that 

random-sequence pools contain many aggregating “free-riders” with little or no 

phenotype sought by the selection experiment.  

The selections for Ni-NTA-bound proteins were both dominated by a previously-

described sequence motif that binds Ni2+.31 The large number of independent 

sequences containing this motif readily revealed that it forms a stem-loop structure that 

is sufficient for binding to Ni-NTA (Figure 3.4). Further evolution of the mixed-pool 

sequences targeting NanoLuc using nitrocellulose-immobilized protein-RNA complexes 

showed progressive suppression of the Ni2+-binding motif and an emergence of new 

sequences, all of which originated from the compact pool, with pool-A sequences falling 

to 3 % among the 20 most abundant sequence clusters. 

The selection of ATP-reacting RNAs, which were previously shown to yield self-

adenylylating ribozymes,34,35 were performed twice. The first selection had a low-

diversity starting population of the fully-random and the compact pool (5 x 1012 each 

pool) and yielded functional sequences dominated by the compact-pool sequences 
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(Figures 3.3a, 3.3d, 3.3e and 3.5; Supplementary Table S3.1). The pool-A-derived 

sequences comprised just 0.1 % of the population and formed no significant sequence 

clusters, suggesting that they were not selected for but rather represented leftover “free-

riders” from early rounds of the selection. These results suggest that the compact pool 

has at least 1000-times higher phenotypic potential than pool A, meaning that 5 x 1012 

sequences of the compact pool N6 yield about as many functional RNAs as 5 x 1015 

sequences of the fully-random pool A. Given the near-zero enrichment of pool-A 

sequences, the phenotypic potential is likely more than 1000-times higher in pool N6 

than in pool A. This observation suggests that the original selection for monomeric 

sequences largely preserved the functional RNAs present in the original pool (A), 

because the selection decreased the number of pool-A sequences from 5 x 1015 to 5 x 

1011 (Table 3.1). Assuming unbiased propagation of sequences, pool N6 should be 

enriched for structured, functional RNAs by at least 104–times and the selection for 

ATP-reacting RNAs suggests that this enhancement is likely reflected in the phenotypic 

potential as well.  

A selection for the same function starting from a sequence diversity 

corresponding to the maximum theoretical diversity of the compact pool (5 x 1014) and 

the fully random pool at a 10-times higher complexity (5 x 1015, the starting sequence 

diversity used for the selection of the compact pool) again revealed a population 

dominated by the compact-pool-derived sequences. Regardless of starting ratios, all 

mixed-pool selections showed that the most enriched sequence originated from the 

compact pool N6. Even though the restriction enzyme analysis and HTS showed that 

pool-A–derived sequences were abundant in most of the selected pools, in all cases, 
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except for the OG selection, the N6-derived sequences dominated the most enriched 

sequences––well above the 100 most abundant sequence clusters (Figure 3.3e). Taken 

together our results consistently show that compact, monomeric sequences derived 

from random-sequence pools are biochemically rich, with a significantly higher 

phenotypic potential than the parent, fully-random pool. The in vitro selection for ATP-

reacting RNAs from a low complexity starting populations showed that the phenotypic 

potential of the structured pool is at least 1000-times higher than a random-sequence 

pool of the same length, providing, for the first time, an experimental approach to greatly 

increase the abundance of functional RNAs accessible by in vitro selections. 

3.4 Conclusions 

Our results show that a preparatory-scale purification can be used to enhance 

the phenotypic potential of a random RNA pool. By purifying RNAs transcribed from a 

random DNA pool using a native-PAGE fractionation, we isolated sequences that are 

not only more structured, but also enriched for functional RNAs. This method increases 

the phenotypic potential of random-sequence pools by several orders of magnitude and 

allows lengthening of the random-sequence regions of a pool to explore more complex 

structures, which can give rise to higher biochemical activity.19,36 While the immediate 

application of the preparatory technique is to increase the phenotypic potential of 

random-sequence RNA pools in order to improve the outcomes of in vitro selection 

experiments, we note that the removal of aggregating RNAs could also be relevant for 

the Origin of Life and the evolution of early biosphere. Removal of aggregating RNAs 

molecules, whether through mineral-mediated molecular filtration, surface adsorption, or 

simple precipitation, increases the prevalence of stably folded sequences with higher 
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phenotypic potential, reducing the sequence space that needs to be explored in order to 

find functional folds. This reduction could have implications for the emergence of the 

first catalytic RNAs. For example, it has been shown how a medium-sized ribozyme 

such as the class I ligase, with a size similar to that of the RNA pools discussed in this 

work, would appear only once in 3 × 1018 molecules of a random RNA sequence19 and 

simpler functional motifs are likely far more common.11 A physicochemical process that 

removes aggregating sequences may significantly lower the requirement of sequence 

diversity for random sequences to yield functional molecules, thereby increasing the 

phenotypic potential of the emerging sequences of the RNA world.  

Finally, the enhancement of phenotypic potential of random-sequence pool 

brings closer the advent of de novo discovery of functional RNAs through screening of 

individual sequences. For example, given the speed of detection using ultrafast cell-

sorters,44 at ~105 events/s, it is feasible to sort ~1010 droplets or beads in a day. While 

exploring the activity of 1015 sequences would be impractical, even if 100-1000 random 

RNAs are loaded into each droplet, it may be feasible to screen a biochemical function 

by detecting the signal generated by individual sequences in an entire compact pool, 

such as pool N6. 
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3.6 Experimental 
 
 
RNA library preparation 

101-nt single-stranded DNA (Keck Biotechnology Resource Laboratory at Yale School 

of Medicine) containing a stretch of 70 random nucleotides flanked by constant regions 

(AL01, Supplementary Table 3.1) was converted into double-stranded DNA via primer 

extension reaction with a 39-nt DNA oligonucleotide containing the T7 promoter (AL013, 

Supplementary Table 3.1). The primer extension reaction was performed using 

homemade Taq DNA polymerase with a single annealing step, at 72 ºC. The resulting 

DNA library (pool A, ~8 nmol, corresponding to a diversity of ~5×1015 sequences) was 

used as a template for a 20 mL transcription reaction containing 50 mM Tris-HCl buffer, 

pH 7.5, 0.01 % Triton X-100, 2 mM spermidine, 5 mM of each rNTP (A-, C-, G-, and 

UTP), 10 mM GMP, 25 mM Mg(OAc)2, 5 mM dithiotreitol (DTT), 1 unit of inorganic 

pyrophosphatase, ~40000 units of homemade T7 RNA polymerase, and 1 µL of [α-

32P]ATP (250 µCi/ml). The transcription reaction was incubated at 37 ºC for 5 hours. At 

the end of the transcription step, 10 units of RQ1 DNase I (Promega) were added to the 

reaction and incubated at 37 ºC for 1 hr. The reaction was then partially purified on eight 

Sephadex G-25 columns (NAP-25; GE Life Sciences) equilibrated with a buffer 

containing 100 mM NaCl, 10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8, and 1 mM EDTA (STE buffer). This 

step served to partially desalt the transcription reaction and remove ~90 % of the small 

molecules. The flow-through solutions were combined to retain the diversity of the pool 

and centrifuged using a 5-kDa cut-off filter to concentrate the macromolecules and 

estimate the remaining small-molecule fraction. All fractions from these purification 

steps were analyzed using an analytical PAGE to determine their efficiency and 
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measure the RNA yield from the transcription reaction. Analysis of the relative 

intensities of the filtrates and the transcribed RNAs yielded >20 RNAs per DNA 

template. 

 

Enrichment of monomeric RNAs from a random RNA library 

Solid urea was added to the partially purified RNA pool to a final concentration of 4 M. 

The RNA library was heated briefly to about 90 ºC and loaded onto a polyacrylamide gel 

electrophoresis (PAGE) gel (60 x 35 x 0.3 cm3), composed of a denaturing part (7 M 

urea, and 8 % acrylamide in 0.5 x TBE buffer: 44 mM Tris-borate, 1 mM EDTA, pH 7.5) 

with a height of 5 cm above a non-denaturing (native) part (0.5 x TBE, 10 mM 

Mg(OAc)2, 10 % acrylamide) with a height of 30 cm. The PAGE was performed using a 

buffer containing 0.5 x TBE in the top reservoir and 0.5 x TBE with 10 mM MgCl2 in the 

bottom reservoir at 11 W for 6 hr. The gel was then exposed to a phosphorimage 

screen, which was scanned on a Molecular Dynamics Storm scanner. About a 5-cm 

band of the fastest-migrating part of the RNA pool was excised from the non-denaturing 

section of the gel, cut into small (~1 x 5 cm2) strips and electroeluted. Eluted RNA was 

ethanol precipitated, resuspended in 0.5 x TBE and 3 % glycerol buffer, and loaded 

onto a second non-denaturing PAGE gel (0.18 mm thick, 8 % acrylamide, 0.5 x TBE, 10 

mM MgCl2), and fractionated for 6 hrs at 8 W. The gel was exposed to a phosphorimage 

screen and analyzed as above. A thinner band, corresponding to about the fastest-

migrating 1/3 of the RNA that entered the gel, was isolated, electroeluted, and 

precipitated. The isolated RNA corresponded to about 1.7 % of the starting RNA 

introduced to the first PAGE. The procedure was repeated one more time for a total of 
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three fractionations using non-denaturing PAGE. For the third native PAGE, the RNA 

was loaded from a buffer that contained 5 % glycerol, 0.5 x TBE buffer, 10 mM NaCl 

and 10 mM Mg (Oac)2. In this third fractionation, a clear band, corresponding to the 

monomeric pool (as checked by co-migration with the self-cleaved genomic HDV 

ribozyme of the same number of nucleotides as the pool), appeared and was isolated.  

After the three native-gel purifications, about 0.7 nmol of the starting RNA remained. 

The RNA was reverse-transcribed into cDNA in a 1 mL reaction containing ~4000 units 

of Superscript II reverse transcriptase (RT, Invitrogen) for 1 hr at 42 ºC and a reverse 

primer (AL012, Supplementary Table 1) designed to introduce a point mutation in the 

StyI restriction site engineered into the starting pool (A), converting it into an MnlI 

restriction site. A test RT reaction with a 32P-labeled reverse primer showed almost 

quantitative full extension reaction, suggesting that the vast majority of the RNA was 

reverse transcribed into cDNA. The cDNA was then PCR-amplified approximately 12-

fold (using primers AL013 and AL012) in a 5 mL Taq DNA polymerase reaction with the 

following temperature cycling: 95 ºC for 45 s, 50 ºC for 90 s, 72 ºC for 180 s. The 

amplified DNA (pool N3) was extracted with phenol-chloroform, following by two 

extractions with chloroform alone, purified using Sephadex G-50 column, and ethanol-

precipitated. The DNA pellet was resuspended in 0.24 ml of 0.1 x sodium chloride-tris-

EDTA (STE) buffer and stored at -20 ºC. Pool N3 was in vitro transcribed in a volume of 

1 mL, and the transcribed RNA was mixed with glycerol and urea (3 % and 1.2 M, 

respectively) and loaded onto another non-denaturing PAGE gel and fractionated. The 

band corresponding to the monomeric pool, as monitored by the location of a control 

sample in a parallel lane, was excised, eluted and amplified to yield the next DNA pool 
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(N4). The procedure was repeated twice to yield pools N5 and N6, and 5 % glycerol (no 

urea) was used to load the RNA transcription reactions onto the native PAGE gels. To 

introduce local sequence diversity to the selected sequences at each round of 

amplification, a further hypermutagenic PCR amplification using disbalanced dNTPs 

and MnCl2 was performed after each amplification step.26,45 Assuming no amplification 

bias in transcription, reverse transcription and PCR, and unbiased mutagenesis during 

hypermutagenic PCR, the maximum complexity and the fraction of starting pool’s 

sequences in the enriched DNA pools are described on Table 3.1. 

 

High-throughput sequencing of DNA pools 

HiSeq 4000 (Illumina) SR100 or MiSeq v2 Nano (Illumina) high-throughput sequencing 

(HTS) were used to sequence desired DNA pools. The DNA libraries of interest were 

prepared for Illumina sequencing by the addition of flanking TruSeq adapter sequences 

with two subsequent PCRs. The first PCR was performed using primers AL2700 and 

AL2701 (Supplementary Table 3.1), which can prime onto the constant regions of the 

pool, while adding part of the TruSeq adapter sequences. Then, in the second PCR, a 

universal forward primer (AL2690, Supplementary Table 3.1) is used with a pool specific 

reverse primer inserts the unique indexing 6-nt barcode (AL2771-5, Supplementary 

Table 3.1), completing the flow cell binding hybridization sequence. Both PCRs were 

performed with DreamTaq Master Mix (Thermo Fisher Scientific), using approximately 

10 nM of DNA template, and amplified for 7 cycles (denaturing 95 °C, 30 s, annealing 

60 °C, 30 s, and elongation 72 °C, 30 s). The expected size of the resulting amplicons 

was confirmed by agarose gel electrophoresis. Barcoded DNA pools were then purified 
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using QIAquick PCR Purification kit (Qiagen) following manufacturer instructions. 

Purified DNA pools were then quantified using a NanoDrop ND-1000 UV-Vis 

spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific), and then mixed at an equimolar 

concentration (83pprox.. 3 nM or 30 fmoles of each) for Illumina sequencing. The 

resulting library was then sequenced at the UCI Genomics High-Throughput Facility, 

where further quality control was performed on the library using a 2100 Bioanalyzer 

(Agilent Technologies), before sequencing, along with a PhiX DNA library spike-in of 20 

%. Reads with more than a single mutation in the barcode were discarded, and the 

remaining reads were de-multiplexed based on their barcode. 

 

Computational folding of RNA sequences from high-throughput sequencing data 

To assess the actual enrichment of folded sequences achieved using the native-PAGE 

enrichment, reads from the sequenced library were filtered and de-multiplexed. 

Cutadapt46 was then used to trim the 5¢ and 3¢ constant regions of the pools from the 

reads, while simultaneously discarding the reads that did not contain both constant 

regions and saving the reads that did in a new file. The correctly trimmed reads, which 

were saved for further analysis, consisted at least 60% of the total reads generated for 

each barcode (ranging between 1 and 5 million reads per barcode). Next, RNAfold 

(ViennaRNA package)47 was used in order to predict the minimum free folding energies 

of 1 million reads from each of the barcoded samples. Minimum free energies were 

calculated by including the 5¢ and 3¢ constant regions of the pool, because these 

regions were present during the selection process. 
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Computational folding of random unstructured and structured RNA pools 

generated in silico 

Both “unstructured” and “structured” DNA libraries were randomly generated in silico 

using an in-house developed Python script. The “unstructured” random library was 

composed of 500,000 fully randomized 70-nt RNA sequences, whereas the “structured” 

library was composed of 500,000 70-nt RNA sequences containing two random regions 

flanking a defined structured RNA, chosen from a list of well-characterized aptamers 

and ribozymes (Supplementary Table 3.1). The lengths of the random regions were 

chosen to extend the length of the structured RNA to bring the total length of the 

generated sequence to 70-nt. A “structured” library was therefore generated for each of 

the chosen aptamers and ribozymes. For the aptamers, we chose the ATP-binding 

motif,16 a class 1 GTP-binding aptamer,12,17 and the Malachite Green aptamer.18 For the 

ribozymes we chose a class I ligase ribozyme,19 an aminoacylase ribozyme,20 a kinase 

ribozyme,21 the R3C ligase ribozyme,22 the L1X6c ligase ribozyme,23,24 a class III ligase 

ribozyme19, and a class II ligase ribozyme.19,25 Finally, both the 5¢ and 3¢ constant 

regions of these theoretical pools were added to both the “structured” (only for the 

aptamers) and “unstructured” libraries. For the “structured” libraries containing the 

ribozymes, their bigger size would not allow for the insertion of the 5¢ and 3¢ constant 

regions, alongside the random regions, therefore the ribozymes were simply flanked by 

random regions up to the total length of the pool. The predicted minimum free energies 

of folding were then grouped and plotted into two categories: aptamers and ribozymes. 
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PAGE purification of RNA pools 

The transcripts of interest were purified by 7.5 % polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis 

(PAGE) under denaturing conditions (7 M urea). RNA was eluted from the gel into 300 

μL of 300 mM KCl, and precipitated by adding 1 μL glycoblue coprecipitant (Invitrogen) 

and 700 μL of 98 % ethanol at -80 °C. 

 

PAGE purification of 32P-labeled RNA pools 

For 32P labeling of the RNAs, transcription reactions were performed as described 

above, except only 250 µM ATP was used to drive the utilization of [α-32P]ATP, and 

purified by 7.5 % polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) under denaturing 

conditions (7 M urea). The gels were exposed to a phosphorimage screen and 

visualized by a phosphorimager (Typhoon, GE Healthcare). The resulting bands of 

interest were excised and eluted as described above. 

 

Secondary structure analysis of RNA pools through binding of intercalating dye 

The intercalating fluorescent dye ethidium bromide (Sigma-Aldrich) was used to assess 

the relative fraction of base-paired regions in RNAs transcribed from different pools, as 

a proxy measure of the average secondary structure of each pool. An ethidium bromide 

titration was performed in the presence of 100 nM of purified RNAs from different pools, 

at the following concentrations: 0.05 µM, 0.55 µM, 1.6 µM, 6.6 µM, 16 µM and 42 µM. A 

negative control containing no RNA was included in the titration. The titration was 

carried out in 0.5 x TBE. Fluorescence emission spectra from 580 nm to 650 nm were 

collected on a microplate reader (Synergy H1 Microplate Reader, BioTek) with 
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excitation 526 nm and emission 610 nm at 25 °C, using 384-well plates (clear Optilux 

flat bottom, BD Bioscience). 

 

Solvent accessibility analysis of RNA pools by acylation of 2′-hydroxyls 

For this experiment, 2-(azidomethyl)nicotinic acid acyl imidazole (NAI–N3)48  was 

chosen as the acylation agent (kindly donated by the Spitale lab, UC–Irvine). To reach 

the desired concentrations, the 2 M NAI–N3 stock was diluted in DMSO. Acylation 

reactions were prepared in a total volume of 5 μL. PAGE-purified 32P-labeled RNA pools 

were resuspended in 6 μL of water and heated to 70 °C for 3 min, and then snap-cooled 

on ice. For each reaction, 1 μL of the RNA pool (4000 cpm), 2 μL of water, and 1 μL of 

50 mM Tris-Cl, pH 7.5, 0.5 mM EDTA were combined and allowed to equilibrate at 37 

°C for 5 minutes. Each reaction was treated with 1 μL of the different NAI–N3 solutions 

to reach the desired final concentration (ranging from 10 mM to 400 mM). The reactions 

were incubated for 60 min at 37 °C. Control reactions with no NAI–N3 contained 1 μL 

DMSO. Reactions were precipitated by adding 10 μL 3 M KCl, 1 μL glycoblue 

coprecipitant (Invitrogen), 84 μL H2O, and 300 μL of 98 % ethanol. The acylated RNAs 

pools were resolved using denaturing 7.5 % PAGE, exposed to phosphorimage screen 

(GE Healthcare), and scanned by the GE Typhoon phosphorimager. The band 

intensities were analyzed by creating lane profiles of each lane using ImageJ.49  

 

Nuclease probing of single-stranded regions of RNA pools 

Single-stranded nuclease probing reactions were prepared in a total volume of 30 μL. 

Reactions were prepared by adding 32P-labeled RNA pools (8000 cpm) into S1 
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Nuclease buffer containing 0.2 unit of S1 nuclease (Thermo Fisher Scientific). 

Reactions were performed at 25 °C. Individual time points were collected and quenched 

with loading buffer containing 7 M urea and 20 mM EDTA. The samples were resolved 

using denaturing 7.5 % PAGE, exposed to phosphorimage screen (GE Healthcare), and 

scanned by the GE Typhoon phosphorimager. The bands intensities were analyzed by 

creating lane profiles for each lane using ImageJ.49 

 

In vitro selection of aptamers using the unstructured, random pool 

Selection of firefly luciferase (Fluc)/Ni-NTA aptamers from pool A 

For each round of in vitro selection, fresh His-Pur Ni-NTA resin (Thermo Fisher 

Scientific) was used for immobilization of hexahistidine-tagged Fluc (kindly provided by 

Prof. Jennifer Prescher, UC-Irvine). The resin was packed in Corning Spin-X columns 

and equilibrated twice with 2 resin volumes of luciferase reaction buffer (20 mM Tris-

HCl, pH 7.5, 2 mM MgSO4, 0.5 mg/mL BSA, 1 mM TCEP, 10 µM ATP, and 1 µM D-

luciferin) and 10 mM imidazole, pH 7.5. The protein (26 nM) was immobilized on ~160 

ng/ µL of resin for 10 minutes, followed by washing with the luciferase reaction buffer 

and 25 mM of imidazole (pH 7.5) to remove unbound proteins. An additional 

equilibration of the resin with 2 resin volumes of the binding buffer 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 

7.5, 140 mM KCl, 10 mM NaCl, 5 mM MgCl2 was performed prior to incubation with the 

RNA pools. 

Pool A with approximately 5×1014 unique sequences was used for the first round of 

selection. During round 1, an initial counter selection was performed for the transcribed 

RNA pool on the Ni-NTA resin containing no immobilized proteins. Counter-selection, 
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using immobilized Nanoluciferase (NanoLuc), was introduced during round 3 to remove 

nonspecific binders for approximately 1 hour at room temperature. The flow-through 

from the counter-selection was incubated with the Fluc resin with gentle shaking at 

room temperature. The incubation duration throughout the selection ranged from 

approximately 2 hours in the early rounds to 5 minutes in the later rounds. Additionally, 

the transcription volume was also decreased from 1 mL to 10 µL during the selection 

rounds. The resin was washed 4–5 times with 2 resin volumes of the binding buffer for 

removal of the weak binders. During rounds 5–12, increasing concentrations of 

guanidine HCl (50 - 200 mM) were added to the binding buffer for stringent washing of 

the resin. RNA-protein complexes were eluted with 4 resin volumes of 10 mM EDTA, 

which chelates Ni2+ in the resin. To increase the specificity of the selected RNAs, the 

elution buffer was changed to 250 mM imidazole, pH 7.5, after round 8. Also, during 

round 8, the transcription reaction mixture of the 32P-body labeled RNA pool was 

passed through 3 columns of Sephadex-G10 (equilibrated with the binding buffer) for 

DTT removal to prevent the reduction of the Ni2+ in Ni-NTA resin. The eluted RNA was 

extracted with Trizol (Sigma), followed by precipitation with isopropanol. For selection 

rounds with 32P-labeled RNAs, the fractions collected were analyzed on a denaturing 

PAGE. The elution fractions were excised and eluted in 200 mM KCl overnight, followed 

by precipitation with ethanol. The RNA retrieved from each round was reverse 

transcribed in a 20 µL reaction using M-MuLV (New England Biolabs) reaction buffer, 5 

mM DTT, 2 µM reverse primer (AL045), 1 mM dNTPs, 100 unit of M-MuLV and 100 

units Superscript II (Invirogen) reverse transcriptases. The reaction was performed 

using a temperature gradient of 37, 42, and 65 °C, for 20 minutes each, followed by 
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inactivation of the enzyme at 95 °C for 10 minutes. From rounds 1 to 4, the cDNA was 

amplified using DreamTaq PCR Master Mix (Thermo Fisher Scientific) according to the 

manufacturer’s procedures with 0.5 µM of primers AL013 and AL045 (Supplementary 

Table 3.1). Starting from round 5, the cDNA was amplified using both Q5 (2 units) and 

PFU (1 unit) DNA polymerases, ThermoPol buffer (New England Biolabs), 1 µM of each 

forward (AL013) and reverse primer (AL045), 200 µM each dNTP, and 1.5 mM 

MgCl2.The DNA was initially denatured at 95 °C for 3 minutes, followed by 4-12 cycles 

of denaturation at 95 °C, annealing at 55 °C, and elongation at 72 °C. An additional 

elongation step at 72 °C was performed at the last cycle for 2 minutes. The optimal 

number of cycles for amplification for each round was determined using fractions 

collected every four PCR cycles using an agarose gel electrophoresis. 

 

In vitro selection of aptamers using mixtures of pools A and N6 

Selection of NanoLuc/Ni-NTA aptamers from pools A and N6 

Hexahistidine-tagged Nanoluciferase (NanoLuc, kindly provided by Prof. Jennifer 

Prescher, UC-Irvine) was immobilized on His-Pur Ni-NTA resin (Thermo Fisher 

Scientific). The resin was packed in Corning Spin-X columns and was equilibrated twice 

with 2 resin volumes of phosphate buffered saline (PBS) and 10 mM imidazole, pH 7.5. 

The protein (1 µM) was immobilized on the resin, followed by washing with PBS and 25 

mM imidazole (pH 7.5) to remove unbound proteins. An additional equilibration of the 

resin with 2 resin volumes of the binding buffer 50 mM Tris-Cl, pH 7.5, 140 mM KCl, 10 

mM NaCl, 5 mM MgCl2 was performed prior to incubation with the RNA pools. 
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5×1014 sequences of pools A and N6 were combined for the first round of selection. The 

complexity of each pool corresponded to the maximum theoretical complexity of pool 

N6. The transcription reaction mixture of the 32P-labeled RNA pool was passed through 

3 columns of Sephadex-G10 (equilibrated with the binding buffer) and incubated with 

the counter-selection target resin (Fluc/Ni-NTA), with gentle shaking for approximately 1 

hour at room temperature to subtract nonspecific binders. This step was used until 

round 7, except the first, when the pools were incubated with streptavidin agarose 

beads bound by Oregon Green biocytin as an initial counter-selection step. During 

rounds 8 and 9, hexahistidine-tagged PARK7 (kindly provided by Prof. Gregory Weiss, 

UC-Irvine) was introduced in the counter-selection step in addition to Fluc.  The flow-

through from this step was then incubated with the NanoLuc/Ni-NTA beads with gentle 

shaking for 1 hour at room temperature. The transcription volumes ranged from 120 to 

50 µL throughout the rounds of selection. The resin was washed 4–5 times with 2 resin 

volumes of the binding buffer for removal of weak binders. During rounds 1 and 2, the 

RNA was eluted twice with 2 resin volumes of 10 mM EDTA. The elution buffer was 

switched to 250 mM imidazole, pH 7.5 for the remaining rounds of selection. The 

fractions collected were analyzed on a denaturing PAGE. The elution fractions were 

excised and eluted in 200 mM KCl overnight, followed by precipitation with ethanol. In 

rounds 8 and 9, further enrichment of RNA-protein complexes was carried out using 

0.45 µm pore size nitrocellulose membrane (Bio-Rad). The membrane was washed 6 

times with binding buffer (15 µL) under vacuum, followed by eluting the RNA off the 

membrane-immobilized-NanoLuc in 8M urea and 10 mM EDTA at 65 °C. The counts for 

each fraction collected was were measured using the Beckman  LS 6500 Multi-purpose 
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Scintillation Counter.  The elution fractions were precipitated in 200 mM KCl and 

ethanol, followed by reverse transcription as described above. The cDNA was amplified 

using both Q5 (2 units) and PFU (1 unit) DNA polymerases, ThermoPol buffer (New 

England Biolabs), 1 µM of forward (AL013) and reverse primer (AL045), 200 µM each 

dNTP, and 1.5 mM MgCl2.The DNA was initially denatured at 95 °C for 3 minutes, 

followed by 4-12 cycles of denaturation at 95 °C, annealing at 55 °C, and elongation at 

72 °C. An additional elongation step at 72 °C was performed at the last cycle for 2 

minutes. The optimal number of cycles for amplification for each round was determined 

using fractions collected every four PCR cycles using an agarose gel electrophoresis. 

In vitro selection of Oregon Green aptamers from pools A and N6 

In this experiment, pools A and N6 were employed at their maximum (practical) 

diversity. The unstructured pool A was transcribed from a DNA library of 5×1015 

sequences and the structured pool N6 was transcribed from a library of ≲5×1014 DNA 

sequences that were derived from the random pool (A) of 5×1015 sequences, as 

described above. Thus, both pools originated from the same sequence diversity, but 

pool N6 was enriched for folded, monomeric sequences and its theoretical sequence 

complexity was no more than 5×1014, and realistically, significantly lower. The two pools 

were transcribed, PAGE-purified, combined, and introduced to Oregon Green-linked 

beads, alternating Oregon Green immobilized on Tentagel-amine (Sigma-Aldrich), 

streptavidin agarose (Sigma-Aldrich), and streptavidin polyacrylamide beads (Pierce). 

The selection buffer used for washes and elution steps contained 10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 

8.0, 100 mM KCl, and 10 mM Mg(OAc)2. The counter-selection step contained 

streptavidin beads alone, whereas the selection step used the same beads bound by 
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Oregon Green at a final concentration of ~20 µM. The RNA pools were incubated for 1 

hr with the beads before washing with the binding buffer and eluting with 25 µM Oregon 

Green (OG) over 4 hrs. The RNA was reverse-transcribed and amplified as described 

above. 

 

In vitro selection for catalytic potential of pools A and N6 

In vitro selection of ATP-reacting RNAs using low diversity mixtures of pools A and N6 

5×1012 sequences sequence of pools A and N6 were combined for the first round of 

selection and were incubated with ATP-agarose beads (Sigma-Aldrich). The volume of 

ATP-agarose beads employed for the incubation was such that to achieve 

approximately 5 mM ATP. The incubation was done at room temperature, using a buffer 

composed of 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.6), 25 mM MgCl2 and 150 mM KCl, and the first 

round was incubated for 24 hrs, shaking. For the next rounds the incubation time was 

reduced: round 2 to 12 hrs, round 3 to 6 hrs, round 4 to 3 hrs, round 5 to 80 minutes, 

round 6 to 45 minutes, round 7 to 15 minutes, and round 8 to 60 minutes. After 

incubation, the beads were washed using two different denaturing buffers, employed 

one after the other in different washes. The first denaturing buffer contained 7 M urea 

and 50 mM EDTA, while the second denaturing buffer contained 95% formaldehyde and 

22.5 mM EDTA. Both denaturing buffers were pre-warmed at 40 °C. The first four 

denaturing washes were performed by incubating with either the first or the second 

denaturing buffer followed by shaking for 5 minutes at room temperature. The fifth and 

the sixth washes were shook for 20 minutes at room temperature. The seventh and the 

eighth washes were performed with no additional incubation times. Next, an RT reaction 
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on beads was incubated at 37 °C for 45 minutes. The RT reaction was composed of 0.5 

μM of DNA primer (AL045, Supplementary Table 1), 1x First Strand Buffer (Invitrogen), 

10 mM dithiothreitol (DTT), 0.5 mM dNTPs each, and 100 units of M-MuLV reverse 

transcriptase. Afterwards, the cDNA was amplified using the DreamTaq PCR Master 

Mix (Thermo Fisher Scientific) with 0.5 μM of primers AL013 and AL045 

(Supplementary Table 1). To assess that the amplification was due to RNA bound to the 

beads, and not RNA that was being washed off, an additional non-denaturing wash (1x 

TE buffer) after the last denaturing wash was done, and that non-denaturing wash was 

also subjected to RT and PCR using the same conditions as the beads. While 

amplification from the beads was detectable after approximately 12 rounds of PCR, no 

amplicons were detected after up to 30 cycles of PCR for the negative control. The 

amplified DNA was then used as the template for next round of selection. 

 

In vitro selection of ATP-reacting RNAs using high diversity mixtures of pools A and N6 

5×1015 sequences of pool A and ~5×1014 sequences pool N6 were combined for the 

first round of selection. The first round of section comprised on an initial counter-step 

incubation with ADP-agarose beads (Sigma-Aldrich) for 6 hours followed by the addition 

of ATP-agarose beads (Sigma-Aldrich) to the mixture for 22 hours, shaking. The volume 

of ADP- and ATP-agarose beads employed for R1 incubation was such that to achieve 

approximately 0.7 mM of each. The incubation was done at room temperature, using a 

buffer composed of 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.6), 25 mM MgCl2 and 150 mM KCl, and the 

first round was incubated for 24 hrs, shaking. For the next rounds, the volume of ATP-

agarose beads employed was such that to achieve approximately 5 mM, and the 
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incubation time was reduced: round 2 to 15 hrs, round 3 to 6 hrs, round 4 to 3.5 hrs, and 

round 5 to 2 hrs. The incubation time for round 6 was 4 hrs. After incubation, the exactly 

same procedure was performed as abovementioned for the in vitro selection of ATP-

reacting RNAs using low diversity mixtures of pools A and N6. 

 

Restriction digestion analysis of selected pools composition 

To monitor the relative enrichment of sequences from Pool A or Pool N6 throughout the 

selections, DNA from each round was treated with the restriction enzymes StyI and 

MnlI, which cut the pool A and pool N in their reverse-primer binding regions, 

respectively. A 5 µL reaction comprising 2 µL DNA, CutSmart buffer 1× (New England 

Biolabs), and 0.5 µL of either restriction enzyme was incubated at 37 °C for 30 minutes. 

The samples were analyzed using an agarose gel electrophoresis, and the results were 

quantified using ImageJ.49 

 

Column binding assay of NanoLuc/Ni-NTA selection top clusters 

Ligand binding for the top clusters and cluster 3-min from round 7 of the NanoLuc 

selection were tested using a column assay in which 10 µL of 32P-labeled RNAs were 

incubated with 10 µM of the target protein immobilized on Ni-NTA resin as described 

above. The resin was washed 5 times with 2 resin volumes of the binding buffer, 

followed by 2 elutions with 250 mM imidazole, pH 7.5. The counts for each fraction 

collected were measured using the Beckman LS 6500 Multi-purpose Scintillation 

Counter. 
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Column binding assay of ATP-reacting selections and top clusters 

32P-labeled RNAs from rounds of interest were transcribed and PAGE purified as 

described above. PAGE purified, 32P-labelled RNA was then incubated with ATP-beads 

(Sigma-Aldrich) in the same buffer used in the selections: 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.6), 25 

mM MgCl2, and 150 mM KCl. The reactions were incubated at room temperature with 

shaking for 6 hours (ATP low diversity R8 and top clusters) or 4 hours (ATP high 

diversity R6). Afterwards, the eight denaturing washes were performed on the beads as 

previously described in the selection procedure, with alternating the two different 

denaturing buffers. The flow-through from the RNA incubation step, and each of the 

washes were collected for scintillation counting. The elution step was performed using 

the same buffer used in the selection, but with an additional of 5 mM ATP (no elution 

step was performed for the ATP high diversity R6). The elution was incubated for 5 

minutes with shaking at room temperature. After the ATP elution was removed through 

centrifugation, the dry beads were also collected for counting. All the collected fractions 

were then counted using a Beckman - LS 6500 Multi-purpose Scintillation Counter. 

 

Clustering and ranking of top RNA sequences from high-throughput sequencing 

of selected RNA pools 

Selection rounds, sequenced using Illumina HTS as described above, were analyzed in 

order to rank and cluster the most abundant clones present in each selection. After 

quality-filtering and de-multiplexing reads, the 5¢ and 3¢ constant regions of the pools 

were trimmed using Cutadapt.46 Reads lacking both the 5¢ and 3¢ constant regions were 

discarded, and the remaining reads comprised at least 60 % of the starting reads. Next, 
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Fastaptamer50 was used to group and count identical reads. Counted reads were 

ranked by abundance and saved in a different file, along with the associated RPM 

(reads per million) of each read. Finally, Fastaptamer50 was used for counted reads with 

an RPM higher than 500 for the NanoLuciferase selection in order to cluster non-

identical reads differing by at most 3 mutations. For the Oregon Green and the Firefly 

Luciferase selections, counted reads with an RPM higher than 10 were clustered using 

Fastaptamer,50 allowing a clustering of non-identical sequences differing by at most 15 

mutations. For the ATP-reacting selections, counted reads with RPM higher than 2 were 

clustered using Fastaptamer,50 allowing a clustering of non-identical sequences differing 

by at most 7 mutations. Additionally, for sequences derived from selections from a 

mixture of pool A and N6, in-house developed Python script was employed to 

distinguish the origin (of those top sequences) either from the pool A or the pool N6. 

 

Apta-Seq analysis of the selected RNA pools 

Apta-seq33 was performed to assess the response of selected RNA pools to the ligands 

they were selected for. RNA from the last round of the Oregon Green selection was 

transcribed and purified as previously described. Purified RNA was then subjected to 

selective 2¢-hydroxyl acylation and primer extension (SHAPE). SHAPE reactions were 

prepared in a total volume of 10 μL and are described as follows: the purified RNA pool 

was resuspended in water and heated to 70 °C for 3 min. 70 nM of purified RNA was 

added to a buffer containing 10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 100 mM KCl, and 10 mM 

Mg(OAc)2. A dilution series of Oregon Green (OG) was prepared using a 1:1 stock of 

OG:DMSO. 10 nm to 100 μM OG were aliquoted to the RNA in buffer and incubated at 
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room temperature for 30 minutes. 100 mM NAI-N3 was added to the mixture and the 

reaction was incubated for 30 minutes at room temperature. Reactions containing no 

SHAPE reagent were substituted with 10 % DMSO. Reactions were precipitated with 10 

μL 3 M KCl, 1 μL glycoblue, 89 μL H2O, and 300 μL 98 % ethanol. After recovery of the 

acylated RNAs, all samples were reverse-transcribed to cDNA with M-MuLV reverse 

transcriptase (Invitrogen). The DNA primer used for reverse transcription was AL2701 

(Supplementary Table 3.1), and the samples were subsequently ligated using T4 DNA 

Ligase (New England Biolabs). The RT reaction was composed of 0.5 μM of DNA 

primer, 1x First Strand Buffer (Invitrogen), 10 mM dithiothreitol (DTT), 0.5 mM dNTPs 

each, and 100 units of M-MuLV reverse transcriptase. Extensions were performed for 

60 minutes at 37 °C. The resulting DNA library was then ligated to a phosphorylated 

DNA oligonucleotide using T4 DNA Ligase. 

 

T4 Ligase reaction and PCR amplification 

T4 Ligase reaction was performed following Ritchey et al.,51 with some modifications. A 

phosphorylated DNA oligonucleotide (AL3340, Supplementary Table 3.1) was ligated to 

the DNA library generated with reverse transcription. The DNA oligonucleotide 

contained a random hexamer to serve as a splint for the 3¢-end of the DNA library, and 

a hairpin to bring the 5′-phosphate of the DNA oligonucleotide into close proximity of the 

3′-OH of the DNA library, thereby facilitating the ligation reaction. The ligation reaction 

contained the following components: 1 µM phosphorylated oligonucleotide AL3340, 500 

mM betaine, 10 % PEG 8000, along with approximately 20 nM of DNA library. The 

reaction was heated at 70 °C for 3 minutes, and then cooled on ice for 1 minute. 
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Afterwards, 1 X T4 DNA ligase buffer and 400 units of T4 DNA ligase (New England 

Biolabs) were added to initiate the ligation reaction. The ligation reaction was then 

incubated at 16 °C for 6 hours, followed by another 6 hours at 25 °C. Afterwards, the 

ligation reaction was diluted 1:200 and used as template for a PCR amplification with 

primers AL3220 and AL2701 (Supplementary Table 3.1) using the DreamTaq Master 

Mix (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Each primer was present at a final concentration of 200 

nM, and 20 cycles of PCR were performed using the following conditions: denaturation 

at 95 °C, 30 s, annealing at 60 °C, 30 s, and elongation at 72 °C, 30 s. Finally, 5 units of 

the restriction enzyme AfeI (New England Biolabs) were added to the PCR, and the 

reaction was incubated at 37 °C for 1 hour. AfeI was used in order to reduce the 

prevalence of an unspecific amplicon composed of a ligation reaction between the RT 

primer and the phosphorylated primer. The phosphorylated DNA oligonucleotide 

(AL3340) was designed as to insert an AfeI restriction site upon ligation with the RT 

primer, AL2701. In our experience, such ligation was problematic for the second round 

of PCR amplification needed to barcode the samples for Illumina sequencing; therefore, 

we exploited the insertion of a new restriction site in order to reduce the prevalence of 

such an amplicon from the first PCR in the ligated DNA library. The AfeI-digested PCR 

was diluted 1:200 and used as a template for a final PCR amplification with the 

universal Illumina forward primer AL2690, using unique reverse barcoding primers 

(AL2771-2791, Supplementary Table 3.1), which complete the required Illumina adapter 

sequences and inserts unique TruSeq barcodes for the different samples of each Apta-

Seq experiment. PCRs were amplified for 8 cycles with DreamTaq Master Mix (Thermo 

Fisher Scientific) using the following conditions: denaturation at 95 °C, 30 s, annealing 
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at 60 °C, 30 s, and elongation at 72 °C, 30 s. Resulting amplicons were then analyzed 

using agarose gel electrophoresis. 

 

PAGE purification of barcoded libraries 

The final amplification of the barcoded DNA samples required further PAGE purification 

before sequencing. All SHAPE-analyzed samples were pooled together, without the no-

SHAPE (un–acylated) control, and both DNAs were PAGE-purified to exclude a band at 

~150 bp, which corresponded to the self-primed forward and reverse Illumina 

sequences. The purified fractions were then analyzed using either Illumina-specific 

forward and reverse primers, and pool-specific primers to assess the % of self-primed, 

versus cDNA-derived DNA in each fraction. The concentration of each fraction was 

measured by a NanoDrop 1000 Spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific), agarose 

gel electrophoresis, and diagnostic PCR. 

 

Code availability 

All in-house developed Python scripts are available by direct requests to the 

corresponding author.  
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3.7 Supplemental Information 

 

 
Figure S3.1 In silico and native-PAGE analysis of RNA pools. (a) A plot of predicted minimum free 
energy of folding (MFE) of in-silico–generated RNA pools consisting of either a fully-random segment 
(Random pool) or functional RNAs, with specific aptamers or ribozymes indicated below the graph, 
flanked by random regions to make the total length of the RNAs identical to the pool A. Red bar shows 
the average MFE for each pool (the numbers give the calculated value of the average), the boxes indicate 
one quartile deviation for each distribution, and the gray circles show the MFEs of the ten most stable or 
unstable sequences. The random pool shows lower average MFE than any of the other in-silico–
generated pool, but the ten most stably folded sequences are on par with the most stable sequences from 
the pools with functional domains. On the other hand, the ten least stable sequences of the random pool 
have significantly lower MFEs than the least stable sequences of any other pool, suggesting that 
unstructured RNAs are diminished during an in vitro selection. (b) Native PAGE analysis of the pool A 
and its derivative pools enriched for monomeric sequences (pools N3–N5) at ~10 µM and ~20 µM 
concentrations, showing that most of the pool A aggregates near the well (W), whereas the pools N3 
through N5 exhibit progressively less aggregation, even at a higher concentration. Pools N4 and N5 
predominantly migrate similarly to the genomic HDV ribozyme (δ), a folded RNA largely consisting of 
helical segments and a tightly folded tertiary structure. The PAGE mobility is significantly faster than an 
unfolded control sequence (unf) of the same length. 
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Figure S3.2 Solvent accessibility analysis of pools A, N5, and N6 assessed by 2′-acylation. (a) 
High-resolution PAGE gel of acylated pools under increasing concentrations of NAI-N3, which acylates 
the RNAs at solvent-accessible 2¢ positions. The gel shows increasing retardation due to increased bulk 
acylation of the RNAs at higher NAI-N3 concentrations. (b) Normalized migration profiles of acylated 
RNAs for all three pools. Peak positions of control, 100 mM NAI-N3, and 400 mM NAI-N3 profiles are 
marked with the red trace line, highlighting the differences of RNA mobility due to acylation for each pool 
and showing lower bulk acylation of the pools N5 and N6 than pool A.   
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Figure S3.3 Apta-Seq analysis of the top clusters from the Oregon Green selection. Graphs 
depicting acylation positions for the top 3 clusters from the selected pool with increasing concentrations of 
the Oregon Green dye, ranging from 0 µM (light blue) to 100 µM (dark blue). Binding isotherm for the 
cluster 1 is modeled from frequency of acylation at the position U25, revealing a dissociation constant of ~ 
1 µM. 
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Table S3.1 Supplementary Table. A list of the DNA sequences used for this chapter. The top 10 clusters 
from each selection are listed with their respective calculated MFE and predicted G-quartet (if applicable). 
 

Oligo name 
 

Sequence 
 

AL01 (pool A 
reverse 

complement) 
5’-CGCTGTCCCGAGCCTTGG N70 GGTGCCGTAAGTGATCTCCC-3’ 

AL013 (forward 
primer for pools A 

and N) 5’-GCTAATACGACTCACTATAGGGAGATCACTTACGGCACC-3’ 
AL012 (reverse 

primer for pool N) 5’-CGCTGTCCCGAGCCTCGG-3’ 

AL045 (reverse 
primer for pools A 

and N) 5’-CGACGCGCTGTCCCGAGC-3’ 
AL2700 5’-CACGACGCTCTTCCGATCTGGGAGATCACTTACGGCA C-3’ 
AL2701 5’-AGACGTGTGCTCTTCCGATCTCGCGCTGTCCCGAGC-3’ 
AL2690 5’-AATGATACGGCGACCACCGAGATCTACACTCTTTCCCTACACGACGCTCTTCCGATCT-3’ 
AL3340 5’-pho-GCT AGATCGGAA GAGCGTCG TTCCCATCT AGC NNNNNN CTGCCCATAGAG-3’-spacer 
AL3220 5'-CTACACGACGCTCTTCCGATCT-3' 

Structured Library 
 

ATP-binding 
Sassanfar motif 5'-GGGUUGGGAAGAAACUGUGGCACUUCGGUGCCAGCAACCC-3' 
Class 1 GTP-

binding aptamer 5'-GGGACGAAGUGGUUGGGCGCUUCGGCGUGUGAAAACGUCCC-3' 
Malachite green 

aptamer 5'-GGAUCCCGACUGGCGAGAGCCAGGUAACGAAUGGAUCC-3' 

Class I ligase 
ribozyme 

5'-
GGAAAAGACAAUCUGCCCUCAGAGCUUGAGAACAUCUUCGGAUGCAGGGGAGGCAGCCCCCGGU
GGCUUUAACGCCAACGUUCUCAACAAUAGUGA-3' 

Aminoacylase 
ribozyme 

5'-
GGGAGAGGAUACUACACGUGUCCCAUCCAAGACCUCGAUAAAAUCGGUCGACUUGUCUGCGCUG
CCCAUUGCAUGUAGCAGAAGCUUCCG-3' 

Kinase ribozyme 

5'-
GGGAGAGGAUACCACACGUAUCCAAUGCAAGACGUCGAUAAAAUCGGUCGACUUGUGUGAACUG
CGAAGUGAUGUAGCAGAAGCUUCCG-3' 

R3C ligase 
ribozyme 

5'-
GAGACCGUAAUGAGUAGUACUUAUUAUGCUCGAUUGUUCGUAAGAACAGUUUGAAUGGGUUGAA
UAUAGUGAG-3' 

L1X6c ligase 
ribozyme 

5'-
GACCUCGGCGAAAGCCGUUCGACCAGCGAAAGCUCUUAGACAGGAGGUUAGGUGCCUCCGAAAG
GAGCACU-3' 

Class III ligase 
ribozyme 5'-GGAACACUAUCCGACUUCGGUCGGUGGAGAUGUAUAGUCUUAGGGUGAGGCUGGUA-3' 

Class II ligase 
ribozyme 

5'-
GAACCAGUCGGAACACUAUCCGACUGGCACCCGUUUUCGGGUGGGGAGUGCCUAGAAGUGGGU
AGGUCUUUUUAGACCGCCUAGGCC  -3' 
Top 10 clusters from each selection for Figure 3.3a 

 Calculated MFE 
(-kcal/mol) 

 
Firefly luciferase selection 

 

Cluster 1 

5'-
GGGAGAUCACUUACGGCACCACCGGGGAGAUCAAACCUUUGAGUAACAAUUG
AAAAAACGGCUCAAAGCUAUUGCAGGUAUAACCUGCAUCCCAAGGCUCGGGA
CAGCG-3' 42.31 

Cluster 2 

5'-
GGGAGAUCACUUACGGCACCUCUGCGAGCUUGGCAUAAAUCCGACAGGUAG
CCAGACACAGUAGGCAGCACGUUUUUCCGCACGCAUGCACCAAGGCUCGGG
ACAGCG-3' 36.01 

Cluster 3 

5'-
GGGAGAUCACUUACGGCACCACCGAGUAAAGGUGCGACUGUUUUCUGACCG
UGACGUUUUGGGUUUGAAUAUGGAUGGAAAAACUGGCGGCCAAGGCUCGGG
ACAGCG-3' 33.99 

Cluster 4 
5'-
GGGAGAUCACUUACGGCACCUGAUCGGGCUGGCUCCAAUUGAAAAAACGGA 43.76 
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GAGCCUCUACAGCGCAAUUGUCGAGUGAGGUUGUGCUUGUCCCCAAGGCUC
GGGACAGCG-3' 

Cluster 5 

5'-
GGGAGAUCACUUACGGCACCAUGUCCAAUUGAAAAAACGGAGCAUCGGACGU
CCUCUAAGUUGAUCAGCGCGCGGGGAGUCUAUGUCGCAAGCCAAGGCUCGG
GACAGCG-3' 34.59 

Cluster 6 

5'-
GGGAGAUCACUUACGGCACCUACCUAUGGGGCGGCCCAAUUGAAAAAACGG
GCAUGCGGAGUCUCUUUAGGAUGCGUGAUGUGUAAUCGUGCCAAGGCUCGG
GACAGCG-3' 35.88 

Cluster 7 

5'-
GGGAGAUCACUUACGGCACCGGCAGGUCAAAGUCUGUGAGUGACUUUCGAA
CCGCGUUCGUAGUAGGGCACCGGGCGAUAGCUCCGUGUCAGCCAAGGCUCG
GGACAGCG-3' 53.76 

Cluster 8 

5'-
GGGAGAUCACUUACGGCACCGAUCAUGACUCUCCGAAUUCGUGGGGAGACU
CAAUUGCAAAAACGAGAAUCCAGAGAUAGUUUUCCUGUCCCAAGGCUCGGGA
CAGCG-3' 35.71 

Cluster 9 

5'-
GGGAGAUCACUUACGGCACCCAUGCUACUGCCCGAGUAUUUCGUCUGGUCG
AAGAAACCAAUUGCAAAAACGGCAGAGACUAGUUCCAAGGCUCGGGACAGCG
-3' 36.44 

Cluster 10 

5'-
GGGAGAUCACUUACGGCACCUCGCCUGCGCGACGUACGCGCCGUACAACGU
UUGUCGUACCCCCCCUUCGGUCCCAACUUGCUACCUCUUACCAAGGCUCGG
GACAGCG-3' 37.73 

Oregon Green selection 
 

 

Cluster 1 

5'-
GGGAGAUCACUUACGGCACCUUGAUGGGUAUCGUUAUGUGGUUCGUUCCGA
GCGAGCGGCAGAGUUCUAGUGAUUUGAAGUCUUGCCUGCCCGAGGCUCGGG
ACAGCG-3' 52.11 

Cluster 2 

5'-
GGGAGAUCACUUACGGCACCCGAACCGUUGUCCUAAGGUGUGUCGGUCACC
UAUCUCGGUGUGUUCGUCUCGUGUCUCUCAGUCCUGUCGCCAAGGCUCGGG
ACAGCG-3' 48.66 

Cluster 3 

5'-
GGGAGAUCACUUACGGCACCGGUGACCUACACGGGAAAAGCGCGGGUGGGG
UAGGUCCCGAACCGGUAACUGGCCUCUCAUUGCCCCUGGCCGACCAAGGCU
CGGGACAGCG-3' 53.45 

Cluster 4 

5'-
GGGAGAUCACUUACGGCACCCUCGUUGUGGGCUUUAGGUGGCCCGGCCUAG
CGUUCUGCGCCCUGAUUAAGAAAUAGCUGUCCACUUUUCCAAGGCUCGGGA
CAGCG-3' 41.87 

Cluster 5 

5'-
GGGAGAUCACUUACGGCACCCUGUGGGGGUGGCUGUCCCCGUUUGCUGCAA
UCCCCAGCAGGACCGUCUUGAACCUUGGAAACCAACGUCCAAGGCUCGGGA
CAGCG-3' 53.65 

Cluster 6 

5'-
GGGAGAUCACUUACGGCACCUUGUUCGGAACUGCUGUCCAACCGAGAAUCG
UGUCUCUGAUCUUCCCCGUUUUGUCCGAGUUUAGGGUGUCCAAGGCUCGGG
ACAGCG-3' 47.55 

Cluster 7 

5'-
GGGAGAUCACUUACGGCACCACUGCCUUCGUGAUAAGUUCCGGGUCUCGUU
UAGUGUAAACUGAGAAAUUGUAAAAAGCAGUUACAUUGCCCGAGGCUCGGGA
CAGCG-3' 50.35 

Cluster 8 

5'-
GGGAGAUCACUUACGGCACCCGCAUAACUGCAUGAUGAGGCUGUCCACUCA
GGUGCCUUGCGGUACCCAGUGAUCGACCGACACCAAGUCCCAAGGCUCGGG
ACAGCG-3' 50.52 

Cluster 9 

5'-
GGGAGAUCACUUACGGCACCAGCGGUUGCGAGGGUCAUGGUGGGCGGGAG
GCACCCGAUUGUGUCACUUAGUAAUCUCUAGUCGCGGCUGCCGAGGCUCGG
GACAGCG-3' 47.18 

Cluster 10 

5'-
GGGAGAUCACUUACGGCACCCUAGUUACGCCACACCGAGUCAGAUUUCGUU
CAGUUACCUGCUUCGGCAGCAAUAUGAACGAACGGUACGCUCCAAGGCUCG
GGACAGCG-3' 44.33 

NanoLuciferase selection- Round 7  
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Cluster 1 

5'-
GGGAGAUCACUUACGGCACCAAUUGCAAAAACGGGCCGUGUUGAUGACUUC
GACCUGUCUAGCACGGUCACCGGGGCCAAGCGCCAGGGGCCGAGGCUCGG
GACAGCG-3' 52.64 

Cluster 2 

5'-
GGGAGAUCACUUACGGCACCAAUUGAGAAAACGGGUCUUAGGAGUUCCCAC
GCGAAUAUGAGCUUUGAGGCGGCAGACAAGAUCUGUGCCCCGAGGCUCGGG
ACAGCG-3' 49.93 

Cluster 3 

5'-
GGGAGAUCACUUACGGCACCGCGUGUGCGUAGAAUACCCUUCACGCUAGCU
AACGAGAAAUAGGCGGAUACAAUUGAAAAAACGGUCCGACCGAGGCUCGGGA
CAGCG-3' 35.64 

Cluster 4 

5'-
GGGAGAUCACUUACGGCACCAACGACUUUAUAGGACGCAUAUGAAGGUGUAA
AGAACGUUGUAUAAGUCGCCUGGUUGCACAAGUGUUUUCCAAGGCUCGGGA
CAGCG-3' 42.18 

Cluster 5 

5'-
GGGAGAUCACUUACGGCACCAAUUGAAAAAACGGGCCGAAACGAGUCCAAUC
ACCCGUCCGCGGAGCCAACCGAGAUGAAGAAUCGAGGACCGAGGCUCGGGA
CAGCG-3' 42.46 

Cluster 6 

5'-
GGGAGAUCACUUACGGCACCCUCAAGAAAAAACCAUCCCAAAGGGUUCUUGA
GACCAUGUGUGAUCCCACGCUCCAAGCCUUGUGUCACACCGAGGCUCGGGA
CAGCG-3' 48.45 

Cluster 7 

5'-
GGGAGAUCACUUACGGCACCAAUUGAAAAAACGGGCCAAAGUAAUGUGCAUA
GCCCGUGUUGCCCGGUCUUAGGCUUCCAAACUAGACGCCCGAGGCUCGGGA
CAGCG-3' 51.17 

Cluster 8 

5'-
GGGAGAUCACUUACGGCACCGAUCAAUUGCAAAAACGACGGUCUCGACGUUU
GGACUCUCUGAAGCUUACGACGAACAGCGGGCUAGCGCCCGAGCUCGGGAC
AGCG-3' 36.39 

Cluster 9 

5'-
GGGAGAUCACUUACGGCACCCUGUGCGUUCCCUUAGGCUCCAGUCUUGAGC
AUCUAAUGUAAAAGGAGACAAAAUGAACUCAGCUCGAGACCCGAGGCUCGGG
ACAGCG-3' 41.54 

Cluster 10 

5'-
GGGAGAUCACUUACGGCACCUUGAAAAUCCAGAGAUGAUAAUGAGAAUUCAU
CCUAAGGGUCGAGUUGAAACGGAGGUCCCCGACCUGACCCGAGGCUCGGGA
CAGCG-3' 40.02 

NanoLuciferase selection- Round 9 
  

Cluster 1 

5'-
GGGAGAUCACUUACGGCACCGAAACUGCGUAAGACGCUCCUGGCGUAACGA
GUAUCUGGGGUUGCUGCGCAUUCCAAAAAAGGGCGGGCCCCGAGGCUCGGG
ACAGCG-3' 51.75 

Cluster 2 

5'-
GGGAGAUCACUUACGGCACCAGAAACACGGCCCUAAUACGGCACGGAAAAGC
CACUGAUGUCUAAAGUUGCCCCCCAGGCUUAAUCCGACCUCACCGAGGCUC
GGGACAGCG-3' 39.9 

Cluster 3 

5'-
GGGAGAUCACUUACGGCACCAAUUGCAAAAACGGGCCGUGUUGAUGACUUC
GACCUGUCUAGCACGGUCACCGGGGCCAAGCGCCAGGGGCCGAGGCUCGG
GACAGCG-3' 52.64 

Cluster 4 

5'-
GGGAGAUCACUUACGGCACCUUGCACUGAUUUUGCAUUCGAAAUGAAAGGAA
AGUGUGGGCAGUAGCUGGUCUGACCGUCCGAGAGUCUUGUACCCGAGGCUC
GGGACAGCG-3' 51.78 

Cluster 5 

5'-
GGGAGAUCACUUACGGCACCAAUUGAGAAAACGGGUCUUAGGAGUUCCCAC
GCGAAUAUGAGCUUUGAGGCGGCAGACAAGAUCUGUGCCCCGAGGCUCGGG
ACAGCG-3' 49.93 

Cluster 6 

5'-
GGGAGAUCACUUACGGCACCUUGAAAAUCCAGAGAUGAUAAUGAGAAUUCAU
CCUAAGGGUCGAGUUGAAACGGAGGUCCCCGACCUGACCCGAGGCUCGGGA
CAGCG-3' 40.02 

Cluster 7 
5'-
GGGAGAUCACUUACGGCACCAAUUAAAAGACGGCAGACGCAAGAAACUGAUC 32.65 
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GAACCAGGUUGUCGCCAACGCCGGAGUAAUUGCGAAAACACCGAGGCUCGG
GACAGCG-3' 

Cluster 8 

5'-
GGGAGAUCACUUACGGCACCGAUCAAUUGCAAAAACGACGGUCUCGACGUUU
GGACUCUCUGAAGCUUACGACGAACAGCGGGCUAGCGCCCGAGGCUCGGGA
CAGCG-3' 40.23 

Cluster 9 

5'-
GGGAGACACUUACGGCACCGCGUGUGCGUAGAAUACCCUUCACGCUAGCUA
ACGAGAAAUAGGCGGAUACAAUUGAAAAAACGGUCCGACCGAGGCUCGGGAC
AGCG-3' 35.43 

Cluster 10 

5'-
GGGAGAUCACUUACGGCACCAAGGGUUACCGCUGUUUGUACGGCGAGUAAA
AGACCAAGCCAAGCGUGAAACUACGAAAACGGUUCAGGGCCCCCGAGGCUC
GGGACAGCG-3' 39.01 

ATP-reacting selection (low diversity) 
 

 

Cluster 1 

5' - 
GGGAGAUCACUUACGGCACCGGUUUCGAAGCACCGGUAACUGCAGAGAAGC
UCCAACCUGAUCCACAGAUGCCUCCAACGCCUUGAGCGAACCGAGGCUCGG
GACAGCG - 3' 45.12 

Cluster 2 

5' - 
GGGAGAUCACUUACGGCACCUAAUACAGUCAUUAUCGGGACCGUACAUUUCU
CCAAGCUUGCGUUCUGCGCCUCCAACGCUCUGACUGCGAACCGAGGCUCGG
GACAGCG - 3' 48.41 

Cluster 3 

5' - 
GGGAGAUCACUUACGGCACCACGACAACGCAGACGGCUCAAUCGUGGGACG
ACUUCCCCAGUCCAGCCCUCGCAACGCCAGAGCGCGAAACCGAGGCUCGGG
ACAGCG - 3' 42.01 

Cluster 4 

5'- 
GGGAGAUCACUUACGGCACCAAACUGUCGUAAGCUCCCGUUGUUAUCUGAG
UCGCAAUCACAUCGGUGUACAACGCCCGCGAGCGACGACACCGAGGCUCGG
GACAGCG - 3' 57.31 

Cluster 5 

5'- 
GGGAGAUCACUUACGGCACCCGUAAAUGGGCAACGCAAUAACAUUGCCGAAC
GAAAGUGACAAAAAAAUACAAGAAUAAAGAAAACACUGCCCUGAGGCUCGGG
ACAGCG - 3' 28.24 

Cluster 6 

5'- 
GGGAGAUCACUUACGGCACCACGCCUGAGUGCUCAAAAAUGAAAAAAAGAAG
AAAAAGACUGUUACUUUGAAGCCUAGAGUACCGUAUGGACCGAGGCUCGGG
ACAGCG - 3' 35.46 

Cluster 7 

5'- 
GGGAGAUCACUUACGGCACCAAGCGAUGCAGAUGCAUUGCCUACUGACCCG
UCAACGGCACCGGUGGUCUGCGUAAACGUUCCCGACCACCGAGGCUCGGGA
CAGCG - 3' 49.84 

Cluster 8 

5'- 
GGGAGAUCACUUACGGCACCGCCAACUACGAGAAAAAUCGCGGGCCCAAAUA
UGAUGUGAUCAACGUUGUCAGAAGAACAGCCUCUGAAAUCACGCCGAGGCUC
GGGACAGCG - 3' 42.28 

Cluster 9 

5' - 
GGGAGAUCACUUACGGCACCGCAGAAGAGUGCUAAAAUACUGUGAUAAUUAU
UACUGUCCGUGCCAAUGUCUUAUAAAUGCAUCACAUGACCGAGGCUCGGGA
CAGCG - 3' 34.17 

Cluster 10 

5'- 
GGGAGAUCACUUACGGCACCGCAAAUCUUCUGACGCUAAAUGAAGAUGCGUC
CGUAAAGCGAACUAACUGUCCCGCAUAGGCUGAUGUAUAAACCGAGGCUCG
GGACAGCG - 3' 45.57 

ATP-reacting selection (high diversity) 
  

Cluster 1 

5'- 
GGGAGAUCACUUACGGCACCGGUUUCGAAGCACCGGUAACUGCAGAGAAGC
UCCAACCUGAUCCACAGAUGCCUCCAACGCCUUGAGCGAACCGAGGCUCGG
GACAGCG- 3' 45.12 

Cluster 2 

5'- 
GGGAGAUCACUUACGGCACCACGACAACGCAGACGGCUCAAUCGUGGGACG
ACUUCCCCAGUCCAGCCCUCGCAACGCCAGAGCGCGAAACCGAGGCUCGGG
ACAGCG- 3' 42.01 

Cluster 3 
5'- 
GGGAGAUCACUUACGGCACCUCUGAGGCCGAAUCUCUCGCACCCGUGGCCA 47.33 
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GCGGAUUUGGUAAUACCAUGACCGCAUCGUGCGCAUGAUGCCAAGGCUCGG
GACAGCGCG- 3' 

Cluster 4 

5'- 
GGGAGAUCACUUACGGCACCUAACGGCCCAACGCCCUCGCGCGAAACGGCC
CUUAGUGCGCAGUUAAACUUCACAUUCUGGGCCUCCAUACACCGAGGCUCG
GGACAGCG- 3' 46.37 

Cluster 5 

5'- 
GGGAGAUCACUUACGGCACCAACUAAAUAUCGUGUAACGGCCCUUCUUGCGA
CCAAUUCAGGCGACAUUAGGCCAAGGCGCAGAAGGAUACCACGGCUCGGGA
CAGCGCG- 3' 32.85 

Cluster 6 

5'- 
GGGAGAUCACUUACGGCACCUUGAACCCUGACUGACACAGGAUCUCGGAAG
UUUUCGAAGUGAACAAGAUUUGAUAACAUAUACUGUUCCACCAAGGCUCGGG
ACAGCGCG- 3' 29.01 

Cluster 7 

5'- 
GGGAGAUCACUUACGGCACCAAAAACAAGGUGAUUAUUGCGUGAAGUGACGA
AUUAAAACUGAAACCCGGCACUAUGCGAGAUAUAAACCGUCCAAGGCUCGGG
ACAGCGCG- 3' 30.9 

Cluster 8 

5'- 
GGGAGAUCACUUACGGCACCGAGAUUGGGUAUGGCAGUGUAUGAUGACUUG
GUAUAAUCGAGCAAGUUUCUGCUAACUGCCUUUGACUGCCCCACGGCUCGG
GACAGCGCG- 3' 38.72 

Cluster 9 

5'- 
GGGAGAUCACUUACGGCACCACACGAACUGAUCCCUAGUUGUUUAGAGGAU
CGAGUGUGCAUCAGCCGACAUCCAGUAUGUCCAUGAGUAACACCGAGGCUC
GGGACAGCG- 3' 49.87 

Cluster 10 

5'- 
GGGAGAUCACUUACGGCACCGUUGUGCUAGAUUCGUCACAAAGUCAUAUGU
GUUACUCUAACUGUUCCAUGAGCAUAAGUCGAGAUGUAGACCGAGGCUCGG
GACAGCG- 3' 39.75 

Predicted G-quartet 
 

 Predicted 
Position 

G-quartet Length G-quartet Region G-Score 

Firefly luciferase 
selection 

 

    

Cluster 1 2 26 GGAGAUCACUUACGGCACCACCGGGG 10 
Cluster 2 none    
Cluster 3 86 17 GGCGGCCAAGGCUCGGG 18 
Cluster 4 none    

Cluster 5 74 30 
GGGGAGUCUAUGUCGCAAGCCAAGGC
UCGG 2 

Cluster 6 2 30 
GGAGAUCACUUACGGCACCUACCUAU
GGGG 10 

Cluster 7 2 25 GGAGAUCACUUACGGCACCGGCAGG 12 
Cluster 8 none    
Cluster 9 none    

Cluster 10 none    
Oregon Green 

selection 
 

  
  

Cluster 1 none    
Cluster 2 none    
Cluster 3 45 11 GGUGGGGUAGG 19 
Cluster 4 30 17 GGCUUUAGGUGGCCCGG 17 
Cluster 5 15 18 GGCACCCUGUGGGGGUGG 14 
Cluster 6 none    
Cluster 7 none    
Cluster 8 none    

Cluster 9 15 29 
GGCACCAGCGGUUGCGAGGGUCAUGG
UGG 21 

Cluster 10 none    
NanoLuciferase 

selection- 
Round 7 
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Cluster 1 none    
Cluster 2 none    
Cluster 3 none    
Cluster 4 none    
Cluster 5 none    

Cluster 6 73 29 
GGAGGUCCCCGACCUGACCCGAGGCU
CGG 5 

Cluster 7 none    
Cluster 8 none    
Cluster 9 none    

Cluster 10 73 29 GGAGGUCCCCGACCUGACCCGAGGCU
CGG 5 

ATP-reacting 
selection (low 

diversity) 
 

  

  
Cluster 1 96 17 GGCUCGGGACAGCGGGG 16 
Cluster 2 none    
Cluster 3 none    
Cluster 4 none    
Cluster 5 none    
Cluster 6 none    
Cluster 7 none    
Cluster 8 none    
Cluster 9 none    

Cluster 10 none    
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Chapter 4 

Characterization of a Ni-NTA-binding RNA motif 

4.1 Introduction 

Divalent metal ions are essential for RNA function in biology as they are required 

for the stabilization of tertiary conformations, and catalysis by ribozymes.1–3 Moreover, 

in bacteria, metal-sensing riboswitches can control gene expression in response to 

divalent metal ions such as Mg2+,4,5 or even the low-abundance transition metals Co2+ 

or Ni2+.6        

In 1995, the Yarus lab performed the first in vitro selection of a RNA aptamer that 

binds a metal ion.7  The selection for Zn2+ yielded an RNA aptamer that contains a Zn2+-

binding domain within a hairpin loop, near the junction of a helix.7  Further reselection of 

the truncated pool with the randomized loop region yielded additional Zn2+- binding 

motifs that were different in sequence composition.8  Selections for other metal ions 

including Co2+ and Ni2+ were also performed, both yielding purine-rich RNA aptamers 

with domains responsible for binding the metal ions as shown by Co2+-induced cleavage 

assay and NMR, respectively.9,10  Interestingly, the isolated aptamers from the three 

different selections did not exhibit specificity for their respective target metal ion, and 

were shown to bind other metal ions as well.  Overall, the use of in vitro selection for 

metal ions can shed light on RNA-metal ion interactions such as those found in nature,9 

and lead to the development of RNA-based biosensors for metal ions. 

As discussed in chapter 3, a conserved RNA motif that binds Ni-NTA was 

selected and revealed to contain a conserved stem-loop structure. The conserved RNA 

loop motif CAAUUGNRAAAACG is similar to a previously selected Ni2+-binding motif, 
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particularly the N11 aptamer.10  The reported dissociation constant of the N11 aptamer 

is approximately 1 µM for Ni2+. The aptamer was tested for binding to other divalent 

metal ions and was found to also bind to Co2+ but with less specificity than Ni2+. 

However, little has been done to fully characterize the aptamer. Further experiments 

including structural probing of the RNA aptamer in the absence and presence of the 

metal ions, mutagenesis of the aptamer to monitor its binding activity to the metal ion, 

and identification of the aptamer’s binding site(s) are required to gain more insight on 

the selected RNA’s molecular recognition of the metal ions, particularly the motif itself.  

Additionally, only few divalent metal ions were tested for binding to the reported motif; 

other metal ions including trivalent lanthanide ions should also be tested for binding. 

The rare earth lanthanide ions (Ln3+) have unique chemical and physical 

properties that make them useful in probing biological systems.11 They are 

characterized with highly flexible coordination geometry, and their trivalent charge 

results in higher coordination numbers and more stable complexes with both oxygen 

and nitrogen donor atoms.11,12  Studies on interactions between nucleotides and Ln3+ 

have shown that the metal ions coordinate with purines through electrostatic 

interactions between the base and phosphate, while coordination in pyrimidines 

occurred mainly through the phosphate.13,14  This finding indicates that our selected 

motif may bind Ln3+ because it is purine rich. The properties of lanthanide ions can 

advantageous be when bound to RNA because they can be developed into luminescent 

probes.15 Lanthanide ions are weakly luminescent on their own,16 but when bound to 

the RNA, the absorbance of the RNA at 260 nm can serve as an antenna for resonance 

energy transfer between the RNA (donor) and the lanthanide ion (acceptor) inducing 
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emission from the lanthanide.17  The development of a luminescent RNA aptamer that 

binds Ln3+ and strongly luminesce can be useful as probe for biochemical assays or 

even monitoring RNA in vivo.  

This chapter highlights the preliminary experiments performed to analyze the 

selected conserved RNA motif by studying the minimized constructs, NL-C3-min and 

NL-C3-min-1 (Figure 4.1a). The experiments include structural probing of the aptamer 

when bound to metal ions and testing its binding towards Ln3+. The minimized construct 

of NL-C3-min was designed to contain the conserved RNA stem loop motif and was 

shown to have a similar binding and elution profile (Figure 3.4c in chapter 3) as its 113-

nt parent construct (Figure 4.1b).  The NL-C3-min-1 construct is 2 nts longer than the 

first for the purpose of creating a stronger stem by the addition of 2 Cs to base-pair with 

the single-stranded Gs at the 5¢-end of the P1 stem in NL-C3-min.  
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Figure 4.1 The design of the minimal NL-C3-min construct. (a) The secondary structure of NL-C3-min 
and NL-C3-min-1 constructs. NL-C3-min-1 was extended by 2 nts at the 3¢ of the RNA to create a 
stronger stem, P1, by base-pairing with the first 2 Gs at the 5¢ end. (b) Sequence alignment18 of the two 
minimal constructs (27 and 29 nts, respectively) with the parent construct (113 nts), which corresponds to 
the site of the selected conserved stem loop motif in the sequence. 
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4.2 Structural Probing of the Minimal C3 Constructs  

 The first step towards analyzing the minimal construct is probing its secondary 

structure in the absence and presence of metal ions, especially Ni2+, to elucidate the 

role of metal binding on RNA folding. As discussed in chapter 1, in-line probing is a 

technique that has been useful for probing the secondary structure of RNAs especially 

for monitoring structural changes and confirming the binding of a ligand to the RNA 

upon titration of a ligand.19 In-line probing relies on the RNA’s inherent ability to self-

cleave through intramolecular transesterification, which occurs when the 2¢ oxygen is in-

line with the phosphorous and the 5¢ oxygen, allowing the nucleophilic 2¢ oxyanion to 

attack the phosphorous for subsequent cleavage of the phosphodiester bond and 

displacement of the 5¢ oxygen leaving group (Figure 4.2).19,20 The less restrained, single 

stranded regions of the RNA are more susceptible to in-line cleavage than in structured 

regions. 

 In-line probing of NL-C3-min was initially performed in the presence of metal 

ions, Ni2+ and Tb3+. Despite not being previously tested for binding of the motif to Tb3+, 

binding of lanthanide ions, particularly Tb3+ and Eu3+, to other RNAs have been 

previously observed.15,17,21  Since our motif binds chelated Ni2+, we chose to test 

lanthanide ions for binding our RNA construct for its potential development into a 

luminescent probe.  

 The first in-line probing of the NL-C3-min was performed at two different time 

points, 1 and 2 days, in the presence of increasing concentrations with Ni2+ and Tb3+, 

and with NTA (1:3 metal ion: NTA), at pH 8.5. The in-line probing revealed that the RNA 

motif has a very stable structure in the presence of Ni2+ but cleaves in the presence of 
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Tb3+ at 3 and 30 µM, especially after one day (Figure 4.3). While Tb3+ has been 

previously used in probing the secondary structure of RNAs, because it can occupy 

Mg2+ binding sites with 2-4 orders of magnitude higher affinity,22 the nonspecific 

cleavage of the motif by Tb3+ is possibly attributed to the accelerated hydrolysis rate of 

the RNA due to the higher pH of the in-line experiment.23 Further in-line probing of the 

motif was repeated at higher pH in the presence of Ni2+ and Ni2+ mixed with either 

NanoLuc or NTA for a period of 2 days. The RNA remained resistant to cleavage at 

higher pH, and even the no-ligand control at pH 10 showed minimal traces of 

degradation after 2 days, suggesting that the RNA motif has a very stable structure 

(Figure 4.4), and any Ni2+ binding site may be preorganized for metal coordination. 

 To interrogate the role of the conserved nucleotides of the motif’s loop in binding 

Ni2+ and Tb3+, point mutations at different positions of NL-C3-min-1 were introduced by 

changing to a G (Figure 4.5a) for further structural probing by T1 nuclease digestion, an 

endonuclease that cleaves G residues in single stranded regions of RNA. The T1 

structural probing of the motif in the presence of either chelated metal ion (1.5:1 NTA: 

metal ion) revealed that the wild-type and some of the mutants have a stable structure, 

particularly the wild-type and mutant 3 appear to be more strongly folded than others as 

they are less susceptible to nuclease digestion (Figure 4.5b). Although, the mutant 

RNAs displayed structural stability, further binding assays are required to determine if 

they bind Ni2+.  
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Figure 4.2 In-line probing scheme. The in-line cleavage of the phosphodiester bond takes place when 
the 2¢ oxygen is geometrically in-line with the phosphorous and 5¢ oxygen, followed by the nucleophilic 
attack of the 2¢ oxyanion on the phosphorous and cleavage of the phosphodiester bond. Reprinted with 
permission from [the Licensor]: [Springer Nature] [In-line Probing Analysis of Riboswitches] by 
[Regulski, E. E.; Breaker, R. R.] [COPYRIGHT] (2008). 
 

 

Figure 4.3 In-line probing of NL-C3-min the presence of Ni2+ and Tb3+. Structural probing of the 3¢-end 
labeled RNA in the presence of the metal ions at day 1 and 2, and at pH 8.5. NL corresponds to the no-
ligand control and NTA was added to the metal ion in a 3:1 (metal ion:NTA). Samples were analyzed on a 
denaturing 18 % PAGE. The full-length RNA construct is indicated on the image of the gel as NL-C3-min. 
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Figure 4.4 In-line probing of NL-C3-min the presence of Ni2+. Structural probing of the 3¢-end labeled 
RNA in the presence of the metal ions for 2 days, and at pH 9. NL corresponds to the no-ligand control, 
which was in-lined at pH 9 and 10.  NTA was added to the metal ion in a 3:1 (metal ion:NTA). The RNA 
was also incubated with NanoLuc (1 µM) and increasing Ni2+. Controls used for this experiment are fresh 
RNA, alkaline hydrolysis, and T1 digestion in the absence of the ligand. Samples were analyzed on a 
denaturing 15% PAGE. The full-length RNA construct is indicated on the image of the gel as NL-C3-min. 
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Figure 4.5 T1- digestion probing of NL-C3-min-1 (wild-type and mutants) in the presence of Ni2+ 
and Tb3+. (a) Secondary structure of NL-C3-min-1 depicting the point mutations for each mutant 
construct. (b) Structural probing of the T1-digested 5¢-end labeled RNA in the presence of the metal ions 
with NTA, 1.5:1 (NTA: metal ion). Controls used for this experiment are fresh RNA, alkaline hydrolysis, 
and T1 digestion in the absence of the ligand. Samples were analyzed on a denaturing 18% PAGE. The 
positions of each T1-digested G in the wild-type and mutants (labeled by an asterisk) are indicated on the 
image of the gel. 
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4.3 Binding Assays of NL-C3-min-1 for Ni2+ and Lanthanide Metal Ions 

 To assess the binding affinity of the mutant RNAs for chelated Ni2+, a column 

binding assay was performed for each mutant on Ni-NTA beads.  The results showed 

only the wild-type (NL-C3-min-1) and that none of the mutants bind to the chelated Ni2+ 

(Figure 4.6). This suggests that the mutations of the highly conserved nucleotides in the 

motif’s loop are critical for binding the chelated Ni2+ and also explains the conservation 

of the motif in the selection.  

 Although the published N11 motif was tested for binding with several divalent 

metal ions such as Zn2+, Cu2+ and Mn2+,10 the motif was not tested for binding 

lanthanide ions. The T1-digestion structural probing of the wild-type NL-C3-min-1 in the 

presence of Tb3+ did not yield information on the RNA’s binding of the metal ion other 

than its structural stability. A column binding assay for the wild-type NL-C3-min-1 

incubated with either Tb3+-NTA or Eu3+-NTA beads revealed that the RNA exhibited 

very strong binding to the chelated metal ion (Eu3+ more than Tb3+) as indicated by the 

little or no RNA present in washes followed by the elutions with EDTA (Figure 4.7). Prior 

to elutions with EDTA, elutions in binding buffer with increasing Tb3+ or Eu3+ (up to 1 

mM) were attempted, but no counts were detected, suggesting that either the motif 

strongly binds the lanthanide ions and has a slow off-rate, or it binds to the chelated 

metal ion.  Interestingly, the mutant motif (M1) also displayed strong binding to chelated 

Tb3+, and a harsh elution with DTPA and 8 M urea showed that more RNA is retained 

on the beads than the wild-type incubated with either chelated lanthanide ion. Further 

experiments to determine if the motif binds specifically to the lanthanide ions only or to 

the chelated metal are required. 
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Figure 4.6 Mutation of the conserved loop motif of NL-C3-min-1 disrupts binding to chelated Ni2+. 
Column binding profile of the wild-type and mutants of NL-C3-min-1 constructs on Ni-NTA beads. 
Fractions corresponding to flow-through and washes are indicated in blue, elutions with EDTA in green, 
and RNA retained on beads in red. None of the mutant exhibit binding to Ni-NTA, but only the wild-type 
binds. 
 
 

 

Figure 4.7 NL-C3-min-1 strongly binds to lanthanide charged NTA beads. Counts from the collected 
fractions of flow-through and washes could not be detected for the wild-type (WT) or mutant 1 (M1). The 
RNA was strongly bound to the Tb3+/Eu3+-NTA beads and had to be eluted with EDTA (green). A harsh 
elution (light orange) with DTPA and 8 M urea was applied for elution of strongly bound RNAs particularly 
for M1. RNA retained on beads in dark orange.  
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4.4 NL-C3-min-1 Demonstrates a Potential Tag for Purification of RNA In Vivo 

 Due to the strong binding of the motif to the chelated Ni2+, we hypothesized that it 

can be used as an RNA tag for isolation of target RNAs when co-expressed. Because 

the full-length minimal constructs exhibited heterogenous ends at the 3¢-end due to 

transcription run-off as shown in the structural probing assays (section 4.2), a new 

construct comprising NL-C3-min-1 followed by the HDV-like ribozyme drz-Spur-3 was 

designed. The ribozyme, previously discovered in the Lupták lab, has a fast self-

cleavage rate,24 which aids the cleavage of the transcribed minimal construct at the 3¢-

end with homogenous ends.25  

 To test our hypothesis, we took advantage of the self-cleavage property of the 

ribozyme in our newly designed construct; when the ribozyme is cleaved during in vitro 

transcription, only the motif and a full-length construct comprising both the motif and 

uncleaved ribozyme should bind to the chelated Ni2+ on beads, and not the cleaved 

ribozyme.  Our results confirm the elution of the minimal motif and full-length construct 

only, while the cleaved ribozyme washes off faster (Figure 4.8). A parallel experiment 

on Eu3+-NTA beads also shows elution of the same RNAs as with the Ni2+ experiment, 

but mainly the full-length construct elutes and with less intensity, which overall suggests 

that the chelated Ni2+ is more efficient than Eu3+ at isolating the tagged ribozyme in vitro. 

This result demonstrates that the minimal motif can be developed as a potential tool for 

capturing of target transcripts in vivo, particularly low-abundant RNAs, using common 

solid-state media that have been applied to purification of His6-tagged proteins for 

decades.  
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Figure 4.8 NL-C3-min-1-tagged transcripts can be captured on Ni-NTA beads. An in vitro 
transcription of the full-length, NL-C3-min-1 with the self-cleaving Spur-3 ribozyme, was incubated on 
Ni/Eu3+-NTA beads, followed by washes with the binding buffer and elutions with EDTA. The fractions 
collected were analyzed on a denaturing 12% PAGE. The results confirm that tagging of transcripts with 
the motif can be captured on either metal-bound NTA beads, but more efficiently on Ni-NTA (full-length 
~38 % and Ni-NTA motif ~45 %), and that untagged transcripts such as the cleaved ribozyme (~ 0%) do 
not bind and wash off faster than the motif or motif-tagged transcripts.  
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4.5 Conclusions  

 The preliminary experiments for characterizing the minimized motif construct 

show that the RNA has a very stable structure in the absence and presence of chelated 

or unchelated Ni2+ and lanthanide ions (as observed with T1-nuclease structural probing 

for lanthanide ions). While results show that the motif does bind to chelated Ni2+ and 

more strongly to chelated lanthanide ions, future experiments to determine if the motif 

binds to the metal ion alone or in complex with metal chelators are needed. Once 

binding specificity is determined, the dissociation constant can be measured for each 

target ligand. Mutagenesis of the highly conserved loop in the motif disrupts binding to 

the chelated Ni2+, but further mutagenesis in the P1 stem to disrupt the helical structure 

is also needed to determine the stem’s role in binding the chelated metal or metal ion 

only. Additionally, deeper probing of the motif’s structure in the absence and presence 

of the ligand is also needed, which can be performed with either NMR or x-ray 

crystallography.6,10,26 

 We also showed that tagging transcripts in vitro with the minimal motif can be 

successfully captured on Ni-NTA beads (and Eu3+-NTA beads).  This experiment will 

need to be optimized for in vivo applications such as ensuring the motif’s stability in 

cellular conditions, and its efficiency in capturing known, and less abundant RNAs as 

well.  
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4.6 Experimental  

Design of the minimal Ni-NTA motif 

Primer extension was used to generate NL-C3-min, NL-C3-min-1, and mutants. A 

reaction comprising the forward and reverse oligos (1 µM each) that overlap by 25 nts 

and Taq Master Mix 1X, were first denatured at 95 °C for 3 minutes, followed by 4 

cycles of annealing at 53 °C for 1 minute and elongation at 72 °C. Reactions were 

analyzed by agarose gel electrophoresis. 

Oligos: 

NL-C3-min: 

Forward:  
 
5'-TAATACGACTCACTATAGGCGGATACAATTGAAAAAACG-3' 
 
Reverse: 
 
5'-CGGACCGTTTTTTCAATTGTATCCGCCTAT-3' 

 
NL-C3-min-1: 

Forward:  
 
5'-TAATACGACTCACTATAGGCGGATACAATTGAAAAAACG-3' 

 
Reverse: 

5'-CCCGGACCGTTTTTTCAATTGTATCCGCCTAT-3' 

Mutant 1: 

Forward: 

5'-TAATACGACTCACTATAGGCGGATACAAGTGAAAAAACG-3' 

Reverse:  

5'-CCCGGACCGTTTTTTCACTTGTATCCGCCTAT-3' 
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Mutant 2: 

Forward:  

5'-TAATACGACTCACTATAGGCGGATACAATGGAAAAAACG-3' 

Reverse:  

5'-CCCGGACCGTTTTTTCCATTGTATCCGCCTAT-3' 

Mutant 3: 

Forward: 

5'-TAATACGACTCACTATAGGCGGATACAATTGAAAGAACG-3' 

Reverse: 

 5'-CCCGGACCGTTCTTTCAATTGTATCCGCCTAT-3' 

Mutant 4: 

Forward:  
 
5'-TAATACGACTCACTATAGGCGGATACAATTGAAAAGACG-3' 

 
Reverse:  
 
5'-CCCGGACCGTCTTTTCAATTGTATCCGCCTAT-3' 

 
Body Labeled RNA Transcription 

 The RNA was transcribed for two hours at 37 °C in a 50 µL volume containing 

200 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.4), 30 mM dithiothreitol (DTT), 20 mM spermidine, 0.01% Triton 

X-100, 25 mM MgCl2, 2.5 mM of UTP, GTP, and CTP, 75 µM ATP , ~ 5 picomoles of 

DNA template, 3.6 μCi [α-32P] ATP (Perkin Elmer, USA), and 150 units of T7 RNA 

polymerase. DNase 1 (2 units, NEB) and 0.5 mM CaCl2 were then added to the 

transcription to digest the DNA for 15 minutes at 37 °C. The RNA was purified by 

denaturing (7 M urea) PAGE.  
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Column binding assay of NL-C3-min on different His6-tagged proteins 

A 40 µL transcription of NL-C3-min was prepared as described above (for 1 hour only). 

Following DNase 1 treatment, the transcription was passed through sephadex G-10 

equilibrated with KSA buffer (3 times) and then split into 4 (10 µL) aliquots. Each aliquot 

was incubated with no or His6-tagged protein immobilized on Ni-NTA beads as 

described in chapter 3, for 1 hour at room temperature. The counts of fractions for flow-

through, 5 washes with KSA, and 2 elutions with 250 mM imidazole pH 7.5 were 

measured with the Beckman LS 6500 Multi-purpose Scintillation Counter. 

3'- end labeling of NL-C3-min 

Unlabeled RNA (~ 1 µg) was dephosphorylated with 2 units of shrimp alkaline 

phosphatase (NEB) in Cut Smart buffer 1X (NEB) in a 10 µL reaction incubated at 37 °C 

for 30 minutes, followed by heat inactivation of the enzyme at 65 °C for 5 minutes. The 

reaction was then desalted in sephadex G-10 in TE buffer (Tris-EDTA). 3'- end labeling 

of the dephosphorylated RNA was performed in a 20 µL reaction containing T4 RNA 

ligase buffer 1X (NEB), 1 mM ATP, 10% DMSO, 3 µL of 5' [32P]-pCp (~ 5 µCi, Perkin 

Elmer), and 10 units of T4 RNA ligase 1 (NEB), incubated overnight at 16 °C. The RNA 

was purified by denaturing (7 M urea) PAGE. 

In-line probing of NL-C3-min 

For the first In-line probing19 experiment reactions, 10 µL were prepared containing 3'- 

end labeled NL-C3-min RNA incubated with 0.3, 3, and 30 µM of either NiCl2 or TbCl3 in 

KSA buffer pH 8.5. Other reactions prepared include the RNA incubated with each 

metal concentration and NTA (3:1 metal ion: NTA), or NTA alone. Controls include the 

RNA in the absence of the ligand. Prior to in-line probing, reactions were incubated at 
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55 °C for 2 minutes (to melt and refold RNA). Reactions were incubated at 25 °C for 24 

and 42 hours, respectively. Samples were analyzed on a 18 % denaturing PAGE and 

imaged on the GE Typhoon phosphorimager.  

For the second in-line probing experiment, 10 µL reaction were prepared containing 3'- 

end labeled NL-C3-min RNA incubated with 0.3 and 30 µM of NiCl2 only, or in the 

presence of NTA (3:1 metal ion: NTA) in KSA at pH 9. Other reactions include NanoLuc 

(1 µM) with increasing concentrations of NiCl2 (0, 0.3, 30 µM). RNA with no ligand were 

incubated in KSA at pH 9 and 10, respectively. Reactions were incubated at 25 °C for 

48 hours. Controls include RNA (no in-line), T1 digested RNA, and partially alkaline 

hydrolyzed RNA. T1 digestion was carried out by adding 0.1 units of RNase T1 (Thermo 

Fisher Scientific) to the RNA for 15 minutes at 37 °C, followed by quenching with 7 M 

urea and 20 mM EDTA. Partial alkaline hydrolysis of the RNA was carried out in a buffer 

comprising 50 mM NaHCO3 and 1 mM EDTA, pH 10, incubated at 95 °C for 10 minutes 

followed by quenching as above. Samples were analyzed on a 15 % denaturing PAGE 

and imaged on the GE Typhoon phosphorimager. 

5'- end labeling of NL-C3-min-1 and mutants 

Unlabeled RNA (~ 1 µg) was dephosphorylated as above (with no desalting). 5'- end 

labeling of the dephosphorylated RNA was performed in 20 µL reaction containing T4 

PNK buffer 1X (NEB), [𝛾-32P] ATP (~ 5 µCi, Perkin Elmer) and 10 units of T4 PNK 

(NEB), incubated at 37 °C for 2 hours. The RNA was purified by denaturing (7 M urea) 

PAGE. 

T1-digestion probing of NL-C3-min-1 and mutants 

T1-digestion of the RNA was performed in 10 µL reactions containing 5'- end labeled 
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RNA in the presence of 0.3 and 30 µM of either NiCl2 or TbCl3 chelated with NTA (1:1.5 

metal ion: NTA), respectively, in KSA buffer. Upon addition of RNAse T1 (0.1 units), 

reactions were incubated at room temperature for 15 minutes, followed by quenching as 

mentioned above. Controls include RNA with no T1 digestion, and partial alkaline 

hydrolysis prepared as above. Samples were analyzed on 15 % denaturing PAGE and 

imaged on the GE Typhoon phosphorimager. 

Column binding of NL-C3-min-1 and Mutants on Ni-NTA beads 

5'- end labeled RNA was incubated on Ni-NTA beads (5 µL equilibrated in KSA buffer) 

for 1 hour at room temperature with gentle shaking. The counts of fractions for flow-

through, 5 washes with KSA, and 2 elutions with 10 mM EDTA were measured with the 

Beckman LS 6500 Multi-purpose Scintillation Counter. 

Column binding of NL-C3-min-1 and Mutant 1 on Ln3+-charged NTA beads 

Ni-NTA beads (10 µL) were first treated with 50 µL 100 mM EDTA to strip the Ni2+ from 

the medium, followed by two washes with water (500 µL). Next, 20 µL of either 100 mM 

TbCl3 or EuCl3 were added to the beads with gentle shaking at room temperature for 10 

minutes. Beads were then washed with 20 µL water, followed by 4 equilibrations of the 

beads with KSA buffer. The 5'- end labeled RNA was incubated with Tb3+ or Eu3+-

charged NTA beads for 20 minutes at room temperature. First, beads were washed 5 

times with KSA buffer. Next, elutions with increasing concentrations of Tb3+ or Eu3+ (10 

nM, 100 nM, 1 µM, 10 µM, 100 µM, and 1 mM) in KSA buffer were performed for 10 

minutes per elution.  Further elutions with 10 mM EDTA (twice), followed by 25 mM 

DTPA and 8 M urea (harsh elution) were performed. The counts for each fraction 

collected were measured on Beckman LS 6500 Multi-purpose Scintillation Counter. 
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Design of the NL-C3-min-1 tagged drz-Spur-3 Ribozyme 

Primer extension to generate drz-Spur-3 ribozyme24 was carried as above (annealing 

temperature: 58 °C). Next, PCR was used to install NL-C3-min-1 at the 5'- end of Spur-3 

(no T7 promoter) using a forward primer designed to overlap with Spur-3 and a reverse 

primer complimentary to Spur-3, and Taq master mix 1X (See chapter 3 for PCR 

conditions). The amplified DNA construct was then gel purified by eluting the DNA from 

a 2 % agarose gel in 0.2 M KCl. A second PCR was then performed to install the T7 

promotor. 

Oligos: 

drz-Spur-3  

Forward:  

5'-GACACTGAGTGAGAAACGTCCCCGTCGTAGTGTCGGTAATGCGTTG-3' 

Reverse:  

5'-TAATGTGAGAATTGGCTACGTTGAAACAACGCATTACCGACACTACGACGGGG-

3' 

PCR 1: NL-C3-min-1-Spur-3 construct (No T7 promoter) 

Forward:  

5'-GGCGGATACAATTGAAAAAACGGTCCGCCGACACTGAGTGAGAAACGTCCCCG-

3' 

Reverse:  

5'-TAATGTGAGAATTGGCTACGTTGAAACAACGC-3' 

PCR 2: NL-C3-min-1-Spur-3 construct with T7 Promoter  

Forward: 
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5'-TAATACGACTCACTATAGGCGGATACAATTGAAAAAACG-3' 

Reverse:  

5'-TAATGTGAGAATTGGCTACGTTGAAACAACGC-3' 

In vitro purification of NL-C3-min-1-tagged Spur-3 transcript on Ni2+ or Eu3+- NTA beads 

A 40 µL body labeled transcription of NL-C3-min-1-Spur-3 was prepared as above for 

half an hour and using 25 mM MgCl2 (no DNase 1 treatment). The reaction was passed 

through sephadex G-10 equilibrated with KSA 3 times, followed by splitting in half. Each 

aliquot was then incubated with either Ni-NTA or Eu3+-NTA beads (25 µL each) for 20 

minutes at room temperature with gentle shaking. The fractions for flow-through, 5 

washes with KSA, and 2 elutions with 10 mM EDTA were analyzed on a 12 % 

denaturing PAGE and imaged on the GE Typhoon phosphorimager. 
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